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Low-cost Kentile® Architectural Marbles Vinyl Asbestos Tile comes in two
thicknesses: %z'' and Vs." Nine colors. Shown above with V2" feature strips.

Vinyl tile that looks like marble-wears like it, too!

m11m11am11
VINYL TILE

1111mmmm

A Kentile exclusive. Realistic mottling extends throughout
the full thickness of Architectural Marbles for lasting beauty.
Greaseproof, stain-resistant, easy to maintain. Outwears carpet; costs less, too. Samples? Call your Ken tile Representative.
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PUBLISHER 'S

NOTE

This co lumn w a~ to ha,·e been
Uti cl for a r lrotipcdi ,·e look at
Lhe Forum 's firsL 75 year" It \\'ati
in J a nua ry 1892 thaL the maaazine wa. first published, as " Th e
Brickbuild er"; a nd in J a nuary
1917 that it Look its pre e nt name .
BuL suddenly . with t he di-appearance of Mr . a nd Mr~. tephen
R . Currier, who ha ,.e been so important a part of our immediate
past, retrospection became too
painful. Insten d. I would like to
reproduce a lette r from Andrew
H eiskell. cha irm a n of the Board
of Trustees of Urba n Am erica In c ..
\\'hich lo o k ~ mainl.v Lo the futur .
- L .\\' .M.
" D ear L arry,
''This. I know. cou ld ha,·e been
one of Th e Archit ect ural Fon11n'"
most joyful a oni,·ersari es. Though
it must pa~< without celebratio n .
it s hould not pas " ·ithoul recognit ion on behalf of Lhe Board of
Trnstee. of Lhe job the Forum
ha:s done, i" doing, and I know
will contin u lo do.
"Th e Forum ha been ,·ery close
ind eed to Stephen Currier's co ncern and affection. Th e continuation of t he Forum was Lhe fir t
step he took in building the
organization which became Urban
Ame rica Inc.
"At the time thi organization
acquired the Forum late in 1964,
it had no circul ation, no advert ioing, only a n editori a l comm itment
for il" ~t.aff to carr~· on. Th e progre~s >< inr· C' t hC'n ha~ lwrn mo$t
gralif.l'ing lo the B oa rd of
Tru ~Lees . T oda _
, .. the n \\' Forum
ha. thP attention and re~pect of
t he nrehit ert ura l pro f ""ion as well
as th e other de:s ign di:<ciplines
wh iC' h s hape the ri t_,._ It has reC'e ivC'd the "tnmp of appron1l of
pn ' 'ale indusll·_,. in the form of n
,;leadil.v in crea,;ing ,·olunw of
adverti~ing.
Edil o ri a ll~-.
it has
broughL hom C' the impatt of design on a ll a,;p ct.-: of the American urban en\'ironm enl.
"Please tell your Rtaff of m~
reRpe ·l. a nd that of t he B oard.
for Lhe role whi C' h the F orum i,play ing so well. It is an essential
ro le, a nd one thaL can o nl~· grow
in signifi ran<· C' m lhC' decade"
a head."
AXDHE\\' H EISKt::LL
1

Beautiful to see
Here's new design with looks that outshine
streetlight luminaires. Slim, clean , contemporary. New AREA* STAR is perfectly beau.:
tiful. Singly or in clusters. Beautifully perfect.
For parking areas, access roadways, driveins-wherever inexpensive but low glare
lighting is desirable.

Beautiful to see by

Side glare of typical
streetlight luminaire.

Beautiful low glare
AREA* STAR.

Here's area lighting that's directed onto the
ground and not in everybody's eyes. New
AREA* STAR eliminates the uru~.omfortable
side glare of ordinary streetlight luminaires.
Has a recessed lamp-mercury or metallic
additive. A flat, patterned lens. There 's no
protruding glass retractor to create halo and
glare effects.
Motorists, customers, neighbors-all will
find AREA* STAR lighting briaht and inviting .
Comfortable to see past. Easy to see under.

Beautiful by cost comparison
Here's the luminaire that wins out not only
in styling and lighting , but in cost. For example, you can save up to $70.00 on a fourfixture cluster on a 30' steel pole. That's over
a typical streetlight luminaire used for offstreet purposes.

Beautiful companion to
Profile light®
AREA* STAR was developed as a functional
complement and appearance companion to
Profile light-our highly successful " revolution in good light and good looks." Either
fixture - or a combination of both-makes
your installation look attractive, day or night.
Get all the facts and figures on the new
and beautiful AREA* STAR. Call your local
Crouse-Hinds lighting distributor, or our local
lighting specialist. Or write for Bulletin No.
2810. Crouse-Hinds Company, Outdoor Lighting Dept. , Syracuse, N. Y. 13201.

CROUSE-HINDS ®

In stock, the first
six-color tweed.
EvergreenTweed-10

Lime
Avocado

~

~d~nc

Poppy

E~~~tti .Rea

New Avocado
Gras Green
Forest Green
Black

e-r19

~gent;i

burgund

'l OYa/ n y

•ier/

Golden Olive-07
Lirne

Mustard

Lime

Avoeado

Brown

Avocado
Green-Gold
New Olive
Brown

Green-Gold
New Olive

Turquoise

A

MO'nsaiito
Why six colors?
Well , think of the usual
tweed carpet for a moment. Boring huh? Practical but boring,
no-life, hum-drum. So Alexander
Smith came out with a tweed
carpet with personality. A tweed
carp et with six colors. And it's
available in ten different color
combinations. In stock. Tha t
means excellent color selection
and fast delivery.
We call this carpet Chancellor VI. It's a tweed carpet that
gives you more than just practicality. It gives you the ability to
4

extend your colorful imagination. It gives you that extra accent
of color for y our d e corat i ng
ide a s . Chance llor VI is constructed of heavy 6-ply Acrilan®
acrylic and modacrylic yarns for
long lasting beauty. Over-all, this
new carpe t lets you use tweed in
a much more decorative way.
So if your client d emands
the practicality of tweed, but you
want the flexibility of six colors,
the a dvantages of Acrilan®, and
th e most up-to-da te look in
tweed carpeting, give Alexander
Smith a coupon.

~---------------I am inte res ted in see ing o ne of yo ur sa lesme n . And te ll him to b r in g hi s sa m ples.

Compa ny _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pos ition _ _ _ __

_

_ _ __

Address._ _ _ _ _ __

_

_

_

Cit y
S ta te, Zip Code _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Alexander Smith ~~
Box AF-1 , 295 F ift h A ve .. N.Y ., N.Y. 1001 6

----------------~

We can think of six good reasons
why you'd want to specify a
Halsey Taylor water cooler.

WM SERIES WALL-MOUNTED
WATER COOLERS - Designed for
modern interiors. Contoured stain·
less steel top prevents splashing.
Hot water dispenser (coffee bar)
optional. Standard cabinet finish
is handsome, baked gray enamel.
Available also in stainless or vinyl·
clad steel with choice of attractive
colo rs and textures. Choose from
3 models. Capacities: 9 .4, 16.4 or
19.9 gals. of 50° F water at 70°
room temperature. Water-cooled
condenser models also available.

RWM SERIES SEMI- RECESSED
WATER COO LERS - Provide con·
temporary complement for public
areas. Steel box frame all ows flush
mounting in a ny wall. Standard
cabinet attra c tively finished in gray
baked enamel. Special interior ac·
cent cabinets also furnished in
stainless or vinyl -cla d steel with
cho ice of textures and colors. Two
models. Capacitie s: 9.4 to 15. 2
gals. of 50° F water at 70° room
temperature.

CP CLASSIC SERIES - Complete
refreshment center provides cold
drinking water and hot water for
coffee and other hot beverages.
Large refrigerated compartment
for ice cubes and bottled drinks.
Modern styling combines stainless
steel with wood-grain finish . Ideal
for executive suite, conference
room.or employees' lounge. Coffee
bar, optional equipment. Capacity:
3.5 gals . 50° F water at 70° room
temperature.

A two-stream
bubbler
•
1s one.

WT FLOOR MODEL SERIES - Can
be installed fr ee -standing or sec ured tightly against the wall . A ll
plumbing connections are made
through ca b i n et back. Equipped
with bot h h a n d and foot controls
and :iew anti-splash stainless steel
top. Goose neck glass filler and
water disp enser (coffee bar) are
optional. Cabinet finished in stand ard gray e namel. Other attractive
colors o n specia l order basis .
Choose from 4 models . Capacities:
9.4 to 24. 6 gals. of 50 ° F wate r at
70° room tempe r atu r e. Wate r -cooled
condenser model s also available .

BL-301 Bl-LEVEL AC CESSO RY
FOUNTAIN - Safe, practical way
to serve drinking water to adults
and child r en . Designed for side
mounti n g on any WM series water
cooler. Gray baked enamel, stain less or vinyl -clad steel cabinets to
match adjoining WM cooler. Waste
outlet and water supply are integral
with e lectric water cooler. Can also
be installed as separate wall
fountain .

You provide a more satisfying drink of
water with Halsey Taylor' s exclusive,
two-stream, mound-building , antisquirt water projector. Two streams
peak at a precise point to deliver a
larger , more sanitary mouthful of cold
water. And the unique overflow outlet
in the hood guard makes this bubbler
absolutely squirtp.roof. Guard and
bubbler are a one-piece, heavy,
chrome-plated forging. Constant
stream height is maintained by an automatic stream regulator - never too
high or too low, even though line pressure may vary as much as 50 pounds.
The five attractive water coolers
shown here, with their clean , modern
styling , are additional reasons why you
should specify Halsey Taylor.
Before you buy or specify see the
most complete line of electric water
coolers and drinking fountain equipment ava i lable. Write today for new
Halsey Taylor catalogs. Or look us up
in Sweets or the Yellow Pages.

THE HALSEY W . TAYLOR COMPANY
1564 Thomas Road , Warren , Ohio

329 ideas for matching new
Republic CRYLCOAT Windows
to building materials!
Our new Color Harmony Chart was prepared by The Glidden
Company, nationally known color authority. In it you'll find ideas
for matching new CRYLCOAT Windows, and their 18 standard colors,
to present building materials.
CRYLCOAT Windows have a thermosetting acrylic finish baked
on for longer life. A finish th.at won't fade from sun, wind , or
weather. And we still scour each window with a five-stage phosphatizing process before CRYLCOAT colors go on. Rust and corrosion
never really have a chance to start.
Our 18 colors are the ones architects preferred. Colors that work
for you. With a finish that won't work against you with the
passing years.

~ MANUFACTURING DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
Youngstown. Ohio 44505

r-------------------------1
Send your new Republic CRYLCOAT
Steel Window catalog featuring ~
your Color Harmony Chart.
_

I
I
I
I

\

THE MAN !"ROM

MANUFACTURING *

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Title _ _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City_ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _c..ip _ _ _ __
This STEELMARK of the American Steel Industry
on a product assures you it is modern , versatile,
economical Steel. Look for it on products you buy.

L-------------------------~

Modern architect waterproofs and decorates at the
same lime with

THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX

Taliesin Associated Architects William Wesley Peters , Chief Arc h.
E. R. Ronald and Associates , Mech. Eng. •Wilson , Andros , Roberts and
Noll , Structural Eng . • Robert E. McKee General Contractors, Inc., Con.
C. W. Knight Plastering , Appl icator.

The new Home Office building for the Lincoln Income
Life Insurance Company in Louisville, Kentucky is a
perfect example of what Thoroseal Plaster Mix can do.
On this particular job, all interior and exterior concrete
surfaces were first coated with Thoroseal Plaster Mixplus-Acryl 60 by trowel and then floated (pictures # 2
and # 3). A second coat was applied by plaster type spray
(picture # 4) to obtain the desired texture.
Because Thoroseal Plaster Mix-plus-Acryl 60 fills and
seals all pores, binding so firmly to the rough concrete,
it actually becomes part of the wall itself and will last
as long-protecting it from any water, wind and weather
damage or deterioration. It's the ideal building finish!
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Pozzolith concrete gives a bank
I

Inside and out, concrete plays a dramatic role in this striking savings and loan association building in California.
The natural concrete color and texture of the pre-cast,
post-tensioned waffle ceiling, and the post-tensioned girders and fascia beams match the exterior walls. The simplicity of the unembellished concrete suggests the strength
and stability of the structure and its function. It's another
outstanding example of concrete's ability to combine
the functional with the aesthetic with no sacrifice of either.
Pozzourn, the most-often-specified admixture, helped
provide concrete of unusual beauty, strength and durability
-and exceptional workability for placing around reinforcing elements. Pozzourn concrete can aid you in the execution of your design concepts. Learn more about it.
Call your Master Builders Field Man, or write Master
Builders, Cleveland, Ohio 44118, and Toronto 15, Ontario.

POZZOLITH.
extra interest

manufactured only by

MASTER BUILDERS
•Pozzo1. tTH i$ a registered trademark/or Master Builders U.10.ter·reducing,set-control.lingadmixtureforconcrele.

FORUM-JAN/FEB-1967
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Five ways newFILTERGLOW ™
industrial luminaires give you
lowest total cost of light
Lowest total cost of light through high
maintained levels of illumination
The dirt and grime and fumes that turn your present lights
down a little bit every day are kept out of Filterglow units
because the luminaires breathe through an activated charcoal filter . Dirt doesn't enter the units' sealed optical assem-

bly in amounts that will rapidly cut illuminating efficiency.

,

')

Lowest total cost of light, because GE
ALGLAS'" reflector resists dirt; cleans fast
Both the Filterglow enclosed units and Econoglow™ open
units feature reflectors that are precision-formed of aluminum, then chemically coated with a new finish that resists
tarnish and discoloration from atmospheric contaminants.
The only cleaning the enclosed unit requires is an occasional
once-over on outside door glass.

Lowest total cost of light f rom faster,
easier installation
Luminaires are shipped completely assembled and ready to
go up. All hardware is included. Detachable cover supports
unit during conduit wiring. Factory-installed hook-on fittings make busway installation a snap. Once up, GE Power
Pack construction is solid assurance of dependability.

Lowest total cost of light through
increased visual comfort
. A tightly sealed window on top of the reflector lets up to
10 percent of the unit's light output go out the top. This
reduces contrast between light source and its background,
assures easy-on-the-eyes illumination for improved conditiOI.lS to make workers m ore efficient.

Lowest total cost of light because a f ull
line meets your needs precisely
GE industrial luminaires are available in 96 different models
-sealed and open, single and twin, for Lucalox"•, mercuryvapor or Multi-Vapor'" lamp operation-to provide the best

solution to any plant lighting problem. Choose from a variety of beamspreads to convert lamp output into effective
illumination with less glare and lower brightness.
Find out how you can lower your total cost of light. Get all
the facts about new Filterglow and Econoglow stay-clean
industrial luminaires in free 24-page Bulletin GEA-8364. See

GENERAL
FORUM-JAN / FEB-1967

your General Electric sales engineer or distributor, or write:
Section 460-92, General Electric Company, Hendersonville,
North Carolina 28739.

ELECTRIC
13

from Mahon ...
insulated wall panels that
will help you add color and flair
to your "Plain Jane" projects

14

Expanses of steel, aluminum and glass. Exciting, bold buildings
where dreamers, planners, developers-men of ideas live and
work. Functional designs created with skill and authority. Conceived and brought to life on the architect's drawing board-made
possible with Mahon insulated-metal Curtain W al ls. Available in
lengths up to 60 feet-in stainless steel, aluminum, galvanized
steel and cold-rolled steel. In colors. Fast, easy, economical
construction. For complete information write The R. C. Mahon
Company, 6565 E. Eight Mile Road, Detroit, Michigan 48234.

FORUM/ JAN-FEB-1967

in building products
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Through this new system
you may design for room
rearrangement at will while
maintaining environment standards

NOW

NEXT MONTH

Here is a sea of space, air and light. And in this sea;
heating, cooling , ventilation and illumination are
furnished from above ceiling plane, in such dispersion that they do not restrict the possible arrangement of rooms. Then too-the structural system is
so prec ise that by shifting movable partitions or
operable walls, a great many room plan arrangements are feasible, present and future, while always
providing environment matching or exceeding that
with fixed partitions.
This is no pipe dream. It is Space Gridr"'-a system
of integrated structural and mechanical systems
representing the cooperative design development
of a unified structural/mechanicals system by five
national manufacturers* ; each highly qualified in
their own specialties.
Now, instead of spending frustrating days integrating a half-dozen mechanical systems which
were designed without relation to one another, you
start with your total structural/mechanical instru-

ment, and proceed to design for the maximum efficiency of all component systems.
Space Grid is one of the successful solutions to
the much-publicized SCSD** performance specification for California school construction. But the
range of resources represented by the col laborating manufacturers comprising Space Grid extends
its application to manufacturing, administrat ion,
commerce, recreation, rest homes and other similar end uses. Fast construction and single responsibility are bonus benefits. For further details, refer
to Sweet's File 2A/Bu. Or write direct to Arch itectural Systems Department, Butler Manufacturing
Company, 7336 East 13th Street, Kansas City,
Missouri 64126.
* Butler Manufacturing Company, E. F. Hauserman Company,
Lennox Industries Incorporated, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation , and other cooperating manufacturers. Space Gri d is
a trademark of Butler Manufacturing Company.
**SCSD is the School Construction Systems Development project of the Educational Facilities Laboratories.

™SPACE GRID
SYSTEM
16

New design freedom
in the Open World of L·O·F glass

Derthick & Henley design
a College Library
to help students see the light
Every corridor looks out through glass to a vista of the campus.
Each structural bay has a hooded, polished wired-glass skylight oriented
toward the north for controlled interior lighting. Shafts permit the
daylight to penetrate through the floors to ground level.
Study carrels, faculty offices, and graduate study spaces are located
around the perimeter of the upper two floors. The cantilevered carrels
are sheathed in lava-bronze VitroluxrJJ spandrel glass banked by vertical
vision strips of bronze-tinted Thermopane® insulating glass Carrels are
divided from each other with translucent Rough Plate glass or Patterned
glass, and enclosed with Tuf-flex® glass doors and sidelights.
The building is designed on a 3'-0" module to provide flexibility in
interior arrangement of stacks and reading areas. It can be expanded to
either side-an important consideration for any college library.
L·O·F commissioned Derthick & Henley, of Chattanooga, Tenn ., to
show how functionally glass can be used in library design. As you
see by the drawings they met the challenge in a practical way.

}(I
)

~
{

Areas on first floor: Reference; Reserve Book: Circulation;
Periodical Room; Reading; Technical Processing; Catalog. Areas
on upper floors: Stacks and Reading. Service areas in basement.

Double column arrangement sets up strong circulation patterns.
Vistas of campus can be seen 1n all d1rect1ons. Mechanical c1rculat1on handled between double column rows over circulation areas.

Large units of Thermopane insulating glass
made of Paralle/-0-Bronze® are placed at ends
of all corridors. Glass-enclosed carrels and hooded
skylight are also shown.

L·O·F GLASS FOR LIBRARIES
L·O·F makes a particular kind of glass for every purpose in Open World
design. Refer to Sweet's Architectural File, or call your L·O·F glass distributor or dealer, listed under "Glass" in the Yellow Pages. Or write to Libbey·
Owens·Ford Glass Company, 811 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 43624.
POLISHED PLATE GLASS
Parallel-0-Plate®, 13/..", 14"
Heavy-Duty Parallel-0-Plate, "As" to 1"
Parallel-0-Grey®, 13/ . .", ){.''
Parallel-0-Bronze®, 13/ . .", 14"
Heat Absorbing, 14"
(grey. bronze and heat absorbing plate are
available in heavy-duty thicknesses.)

Rough Plate
INSULATING GLASS-Thermopane®
SPANDREL Glass-Vitrolux®
Vitreous colors fused to back
of heat-strengthened glass
HEAT-TEMPERED GLASS-Tut-flex®
Doors and sidelights
WINDOW GLASS
PATTERNED & WIRED GLASS

In Libbey· Owens· Ford Glass Co.
~

Toledo, Ohio

All-Steel furniture has the style ... the
completeness of line to make office
planning easier. It is an outstanding
value in design, engineering and the
visible qualities belie its pricing.
For some really exciting office planning ideas, write
for your copy of Design Decision, All-Steel Equipment Inc.,
Aurora, Illinois. Showrooms in Chicago, New York,
Los Angeles and Aurora.

All-Steel

-LETTERS
AGE AND BEAUTY

Forum: Your enthusiasm for Chicago's new Civic Center [Forum,
Oct. '66), is well justified.
Two points, however, deserve
more than casual observation for
the benefit of those who believe,
most of the time rightly, that
the Forum is a bible.
The details of the perimeter
nclosure include no thermal insulation of any kind. The building is air conditioned and heavily
populated. Will the interior perimeter surfaces shed condensation
tears for this omission, or has the
problem been resolved by other
means?
Age comes before beauty indeed.
But was it necessary to omit a
simple drip arrangement on the
upper edge of the exposed steel
spandrels? The uneven oxidation
stains on the building will last
for some time to come. Do show
us another photograph when the
beauty emerges.
V. MILIC
Architect
HIGH SCHOOLS

Haws receptor /fountains are kid-resistant
A thousand tugging fingers can't turn or twist the
vandal-proof fixtures from Haws deck-type receptor/fountains- can' t pull or pry them from their
locked-on position. Haws units assure dependable
operation year after year ... and they're sanitary,
too, to complement today's school health programs.
There are many Haws receptor/fountains in stainless steel and enameled iron to fit your needs. Ask
about them. Haws Drinking Faucet Co., 1441 Fourth
Street, Berkeley, California 94710.

DECK-TYPE RECEPTOR/FOUNTAINS

')')

Forum: Just after reading "Harlem's Beseiged Showpiece" (Forum,
Nov. '66), my eye was caught by
the full-page picture of Bertrand
Goldberg's Hilliard Center (also
ovember Forum). This rooftop
view suggested an inviting and delightful place where children might
play, far above the familiar slums
visible through the open lookouts.
If the urban "schoolhouse" could
be raised higher, it might serve to
lift the classroom above the everyday. One could see out and beyond, creating a new sense of scale.
The site would thus be freed from
the enclosing facades and suffocating streets in the immediate surroundings. As for window replacement, some would be out of range
for would-be B-B pelters, slingshooters, and rock slingers, or at
least would provide a more challenging target. The ground level
should remain an open-air play
space, but a much higher dimension would let in the sun and still
serve as shelter for wet-day play.
When I was a teacher, the nowindow concept appealed to me
greatly. Now, as a librarian and
editor actually working in a windowless room, I have discovered a
claustrophobic element in myself
not encountered before. Perhaps
we all have it. Outside the buildings here is a quiet and beautiful

landscape, far different from th
slums of Harlem, but somehow i
is the light and sunshine and fresl
air that one craves, perhaps re
gardless of what else is in th
package.
CAROL DOTY, Edito
Mor ton. Arboretum Quarterl
lisle, Ill.

CITY O R T OW N ?

Forum: Are you putting us on
As recent visitors to Cumbernauld
we were surprised and distresse<
at the lack oi serious criticisn
displayed by John Donat in th1
Cumbernauld article (Forum, No'
'66).
In raising the question "Is Cum
bernauld truly a town?" and re
plying, "No, it is not," Mr. Dona
provides us with a journalisti1
effort more appropriate to thi
Sunday supplement than to th1
kind of writing we have come ti
expect and admire from th'
FORUM. Unfortunately, Mr. Dona
does not bless us with his defini
tions of a "town" or "village.
Even Webster is elusive in defin
ing these terms. But, in inter
views with residents of Cumber
nauld during three visits sine
1964, we have found that they ar1
happy with their residential "vii
lages." Is this not significant?
Mr. Donat also raises question
concerning the concept of provid
ing both pedestrian and automo
tive networks of circulation. W
would take issue with this criti
cism. In Cumbernauld a reason
able choice exists between walkin,
and driving to move from th
fringe to the town center. Hm
long the choice will remain rea
sonable is still to be determinec
But, in "towns" of 100,000 peopl
as we know them now, there usu
ally does not exist a reasonabl,
choice between driving and waTui
ing; Cumbernauld has at le
attempted to provide such
choice. Perhaps someday th
choice mighL be extended to ·
elude a sophisticated and conv
nient form of public transport.
Mr. Donat also criticizes
contrast that exists between
"town" center and the residenti
"villages" which surround it.
view this contrast in character
one of the most exciting aspec

of Cumbernauld. There the oppo
tunity exists to develop a hie
archy of character ranging fro
·'rural" to "village" to "town"
"city." These choices occur
strong visual relation to ea
other because of the sloping te
rain of the site. From the "to
center" you can look across t
(continued on page 28)
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In fact we're permanent guests in all 126 rooms

gives the architect plenty of design freedom

of the new Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge

and units can be exposed, flush-mounted or

in Kansas City-Independence. Mo . In these

concealed. Bohn-Aire® units are U/L listed and

luxurious accommodations, our Bohn-Aire® Fan

ARI approved, too.

Coil Units are providing year-round comfort

O We could go on and on.

Mr. Charles Stu rgell, manager of this Howard

for trav.elers. O Of course. Bohn-Aire® operates

Johnson's did. He's also invited Bohn-Aire®

so quietly guests may never notice us except

into all 112 rooms of his new Howard Johnson's

for our handy push-button controls. Low air
velocities and low fan-tip speeds keep us quiet.

in Springfie ld, Mo. 0

And Bohn-Aire'~® tapped winding motors have

about the ubiquitous Bohn-Aire®. You can write

0

Have no reservations

A

for Bulletin 471 , call ahead for a copy from

choice of floor, wall or ceiling mounted models

your BOHN representative, or see us in Sweets.

eliminated annoying transformer "buzz" .

BOHN
ALUMINUM &
BRASS COMPANY

.....

HEAT TRANSFER DIVISION
DANVIL LE. ILLINOIS

PHON E: 217 446 - 371 0

A DIVISION OF UNIVERSAL *

AMEfllCAN CORPORATION

.._~~~~~~
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Call us
Modern buildings require
complex communications
services- telephone, data,
teletypewriter, closedcircuit television. If they're
planned early-in the
blueprint stage-you won't
wind up making expensive
alterations and adding
unsig htly wiring later on.
All the people listed here
have talent, training and
experience in working with
people who build. They
know communications.
They know construction.
Before you build, consult
with them. Remember, you
add them to your team; not
your payroll. So - call us.
ALABAMA

J. H. Brightwell
205-328-2524
ARIZONA
Architect and Builder
Service
602-258-3643
602-791-2427
ARKANSAS
C. M. Stout
501-376-9249
CALIFORNIA
CENTRAL
C. Smith
408-293-34 l 0
LOS ANGELES, CENTRAL
A. F. Dufault
213-621-1291

LO S ANGELES, NORTH
E.W. Means
213-621-8899 Ext. 405
SACRAMENTO
M. J. Puliz
916-452-8363
SAN DIEGO
D. H. Armstrong
714-295-0061
SAN FRANCISCO
Tel. Plan Service
415-399-398 l
SAN LEANDRO
R. Schmidt
415-451-9000 Local 2301
COLORADO
J. Morley
303-266-4553
CONNECTICUT
W. T. Blake
203-771-3547
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
GOVERNMENT SERVICE
M. K. Ross, Jr.
202-392-5551
WASHINGTON
D. Chase
202-392-2255
FLORIDA
A. N. Brockman
904-353-2252
GEORGIA
G. E. Dial
404-529-8286
IDAHO
BOISE
E. E. Coffin
208-385-2236

POCATELLO
F. C. Miller
208-232-0226
TWIN FALLS
H. H. Cheney
208-733-0243
ILLINOIS
W. U. Wylie
312-727-1885
IN DIANA
C. Zollinger
317 -630-5397
IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS
R. H. Stockton
319-369-9337
DAVENPORT
J. W. Lohrman
319-328-1200
DES MOINES
D. J. Boatright
515-28 1-6727
KANSAS
K. R. Mitchell
913-FL-7-2565
KENTUCKY
V. G. Quinn
502-582-8242
LOUISVILLE
M. J. Eder
502-451-3100
LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE
Commercial, 504-921-2420
Residential, 504-342-9011

NEW ORLEANS
Commercial, 504-529-9564
Residential, 504-834-3842

SHREVEPORT
Commercial, 318-425-5224
Residential, 318-425-231 l
MAINE, NEW HAMPSHIRE,
VERMONT
J. E. Gearin
603-669-9656
MARYLAND
P. W. Peters
301-393-3639
SUBURBAN
WASHINGTON
R. G. Kelley
202-392-3425
MASSACHUSETTS
E. B. Moran
617-879-9265
MICHIGAN
R. R. Reimer
313-357-4906
MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
R. J. Peterson
612-334-5803
ST. PAUL
R. A. Kulhanek
612-221-5425
MISSISSIPPI
R. D. Yarbrough
601-948-1637
MISSOURI
Architect and Builder
Service
3 l 4-CH-7-2103
MONTANA
F. J. Hill
406-443-3202

NEBRASKA
G. J. Schempp
402-344-3948
NEVADA
R. H. Weston
702-329-6496
NEW JERSEY
J. Gotsch
20 1-649-2131
NEW MEXICO
C. Furr
505-7 65-6654
NEW YORK
BUFFALO
K. J. LaTurner
716-857-7716
NEW YORK
G. 0. Foss
212-394-1056
NORTH CAROLINA
A. G. Lee
704-372-2420
NORTH DA KOT A
F. R. Parks
70 1-235-35 10
OHIO
CINCINNATI
C. Wirtle
513-397-21 16
CLEVELAND-EAST
R. E. Fox
216-622-2340
CLEVELAND-WE ST
R. J. Barber
216-622-7894
COLUMBUS
W. C. Carpenter
614-227-8200
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DAYTON
W. A. Kette
513-449-6325
STEUBENVILLE

J. A. Ternasky
614-283-8218
TOLEDO

J. F. Gilbert
419-247-7555
ZANESVILLE
W. F. Loucks
614-452-9166

OKLAHOMA
E. Ru eb
405-CE-6-7 490
OREGON
A. 0. Hatlelid

503-233-4373

PENNSYLVANIA
EASTERN AREA
and DELAWARE
W. A. Wilson
215-466-2618
HARRISBURG
E. F. Gallagher
717-238-3897
PHILADELPHIA
G. S. Holland
215-466-3325
PITTSBURGH
J. H. Dobbins
412-633-3666

RHODE ISLAND
T. C. Carmichael
401-525-2230

SOUTH CAROLINA
J. E. Bouknight
803-254-9082
SOUTH DA KOT A
V. L. Roe
605-338-0908
TENNESSEE
CHA TT ANOOGA
R. J. Bradley
615-267-3229
KNOXVILLE
K. Coopwood
615-577-2588
MEMPHIS
G. Pryon
901-272-9203
NASHVILLE
G. A. Collier
615-256-9955
TEXAS
DALLAS
R. E. Thomas
214-747-5311 Ext. 2772
EL PASO
R. C. Andrews
F. S. Wood
915-543-4445
FORT WORTH
E. E. Flippo
817-ED-6-6260
HOUSTONSAN ANTONIO
S. R. Lang
713-CA-9-8374
UTAH
0. Gaisford
801-524-6487

VIRGINIA
M. C. Fauber
703-772-3581
SUBURBAN
WASHINGTON
E. C. Lord
202-392-647 5
WASHINGTON-IDAHO
H. V. Stimmel
206-345-4736
WEST VIRGINIA
D. Marble
304-344-7219
WISCONSIN
MADISON
B. N . Hansen
608-256-4943
MILWAUKEE
G. H. Maikowski
414-393-6539
WYOMING
J. L. Tucker
307-634-2265
CANADA
MONTREAL
R. A. Plumpton
514-870-8411
TORONTO
A. E. Ainsworth
416-929-2237
Architect and Builder
Consultation Service
AT&T, 195 Broadway, N.Y.
212-393-4537, Collect
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LETTERS

( conlinited frnm page 21!2)

to the countryside.
"villages" you can look
up to the "town" center or across
to the green hills. We thought it
a civilized attempt to create a
choice of environments appropriate to a city.
Certainly Cumbernauld can be
criticized in many areas. Its antiquated building methods, zoning,
unit heating, rent systems, services, etc . are all open to question.
But Cumbernauld seems to suggest that ew Towns do have a
potential to develop a diversity of
character appropriate to a cily.
If Mr. Donat could only have
seen Cumbernauld as giving him
Trafalgar Square at his front door
and Hamp tead Heath at his back
he might have asked if Cumber~
nauld will be the first new "city"
instead of an old New Town.
Our own concern is whether the
next century wi II find Cumbernauld to be only a forgotten
name-place which has been swallowed up in the Glasgow-Edinburgh megalopolitan corridor.
. ROBERT M. BECKLEY, AJA
Assistant Professor of Architecture
University of Michigan.

ROGER D. CLEMENCE
Auociate Professor of Architecture
University of Minnesota

Forum: The price of veracity in
public architecture is eternal vigilance. Let us keep the record
straight: I researched conceived
designed, and administered Cum~
bernauld Central Area well into
the construction of the works
before leaving Scotland in 1963. '
GEOFFREY COPCUTT

Yilitin1 Andrew MeUon
Professor of Archit.eclu.re and Urban Desi.gn
Carnegie Institute of Technology

FLOWERY WORDS
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For complete information, write :

HARTER CORPORATION

I

I

118 Prairie , Sturg is, Michigan 49091

Harter Metal Furn iture, Ltd., 139 Cardigan, Guelph, Ontario
Briones-Harter, S. A., Lago lseo 96, Mexico 17, D. F.
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Forum: Far be it from me to
take issue with so distinguished a
group of architects as quoted in
P aul H eyer's book [Architects on
Architecture, FORUM, Nov. 1966]
except that I read their words
with mounting and depressing confusion. A great deal of the quotat.ions were grand, flowery words
difficult in mo t cases to equat~
with today's architecture. Most
depressing was the apparent lack
of a humble view of life and living, and architecture's relation to
it all. I could only conclude they
left something out of their word
or their work, or do not wish
to express exactly how they feel;
or, most distressing, do not wish
to disturb things as they are 1

Harsh conclusions perhaps, but no
harsher than the omissions of these
leaders in architectme in failing to
recognize the forces facing man
and his structures.
Down through history, the forces
of nature and the forces invented
by man have been basic elements
that must be faced to make structures safe for man. . . . In the
past the designer has recognized
the challenges of these forces, and
to a large extent has succeeded in
protecting man from them. Unless
the designer accepts this basic
function and recognizes the forces
prevalent in the world in his time
history will challenge his place
man's development.
Today are we aware of the
architect's duties to his fellow
man? It is not apparent in the
words of our leading architects.
Only one man (Weese), appears
troubled and unhappy, "Man is
losing touch with nature." Man
may be losing touch with natme,
but nature is not losing touch with
man. The architect has failed to
start to recognize the elemental
forces of nature harnessed by man
and their capabilities of destruction. And what do our architects
have to say about the influence of
this new force on architecture? If
they have anything to say, it is
not said.
For those who are familiar with
the technology involved in this
new force and can see a glimmer
of things to be, architecture will
be again exciting, exciting because
it will challenge the realities of its
time; and beautiful because it will
provide a safe haven for man.

U:

STEPHEN NOLAN
Architect

Morristown, N.J.

SELF ·CRITICISM

Forum: Your splendid publication
is, indeed, an Architectural Forum.
But I am, alas, not an architectural critic as you and most other
people describe me.
Our [Washington Post] Paul
Hume may be musical, but his
profession is music critic. Our
Richard Coe can on occassion be,
in a most charming way, dramatical. But he is still only a drama
critic.
I happen to be not the least
architectural. If I were, I would
have to be very critical about the
way I was designed, what with a
bulging midriff and a. lot of features that a.re neither decorative
nor functional.
Can we settle on the designation
"architecture critic"?
Washington, D.C.

WOLF VON ECKARDT
Architecture Critic

Settled.-ED.

e
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An automated pulp mill on w heels.
Driven to a forest site, it sends out
remote control satellites to fell trees,
convert logs, and send back wood
chips for the mill to process. The

flexibility to create an almost
limitless number of innovative,
dramatic ceiling layouts. Then you
have the convenience of a single
installation that combines lighting,

entire operation handled by iust three distribution of air, acoustical control,

and rated fire protection .
men : a timbering superintendent,
plant process supervisor, and a quality Economics add other good reasons
control chemist.
for Luminaire. As a single, totally
integrated system performing many
Futuristic perhaps, but not as far off
functions, it can be installed at costs
as you might think. In fact, the
strikingly different ceiling already
that frequently save money over
exists. You presently have a choice of conventional methods. For any
desired level of light, your Luminaire
three distinct Armstrong Luminaire
Ceiling Systems to help solve today's System needs fewer lamps and ballasts.
problems as well as tomorrow 's.
Lower initial requirements mean
fewer
replacement units . And, your
Why a Luminaire Ceiling System?
ceiling
will operate on less wattage.
First, freedom of design and the
Luminaire provides completely
uniform, draft-free air distribution at

rates from 1 to 5 cfm per square
foot. It lights anywhere from 30 to
well over 200 fc. All this with
superior acoustical control.
Such a functional, striking ceiling was
inevitable . But you don't have to
wait for the future. Installation
instructions, application-engineering
data, and guideline specifications
can be yours for the asking.
Ask Armstrong, 4202 Rooney Street,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604.

Sargent & Greenleaf 870 series frict ion controls are on over 1,200 balcony doors at the beautiful Coral
Ridge Towers and Commodore Apart ments . They were selected by the
architects and hardware consultant
again and again and again , because
"they ca n't be beat " by wind , salt or
sand ... for trouble -free service, too .

SARGENT & GREENLEAF, INC.
•

Rochester , N . Y . 14621, U . S . A.

CORAL RIDGE TOWERS (right)
CORAL RIDGE TOWERS NORTH (left)
CORAL RIDGE TOWERS EAST (center)
ARCHITECT

Oscar Handle AIA
Ft. Lauderdale . Fla .

Frank J. Rooney . Inc
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla .

CONSULTANT
Ray Maher
Gate City Hardware. Inc.
Ft . Lauderdale. Fla .

HARDWARE

COMMODORE APARTMENTS (ba ck)
ARCHITECT

Phllllp Pearlman AIA
M1am1. Fla .

General Builders of
Ft. Lauderdale
Ft. Lauderdale. Fla .
HARDWARE CO N SULTANT

Wantsoilproof walls with beautiful texture?

Marlite has the touch.
One touch tells yo u. Here is a building produ ct
with unlimited possibilities.
It's new Tex tured Marlite. A co mpl ete lin e
of wall paneling with texture yo u ca n act uall y
feel. And soi lproof beauty yo u ca n was h.
These fo ur distinctive designs add a new
dimens ion to any inte ri or. Textured Wormy
Chestnut capt ures every surface detail of a rare
and expens ive wood. Textured Trave rtin e dup li cates a ric h It a lian lim esto n e . T ext ur ed
Leather: the masc ulin e good looks of top-grain

Marlite Paneli ng
goes up fast,
cuts wa ll
installation costs.

cowhid e. And Textured Tapestry : the luxury of
hand-wove n fabrics.
A ll are exclusively Marlite, with a baked plastic finish that wipes clean wit h a damp cloth .
Marlite is fast and easy to install-stays like
new for years.
Add the beautiful touch of Marlite Textured
Pan eling to your next home or business interior. Con sult Sweet' s File or w ri te Marlite
Division of Masonite Corporation , Dover,
Ohio 44622.

Marlite

DecorsatoSrEDPanel i ng
ANOTHER· QUALITY PRODUCT OF M ASONITE® RESEARCH

~ARLITE BRANCH OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES: 1721 Marietta Blvd. N.W., Atlanta, Georgia 30318 • 57 Smith Place , Cambridge, Mess. 02138 • 4545 James Place, Melrose Park , Illinois 60160 • 39 Windsor Avenue, Mineola, LI. (New York)
1501 • 777 139th Avenue. San Leand•o. Calitornia 94578 • 16222 Phoebe Ave •• LaMirada (Los Angeles). Cal. 90638 • 2440 Si•th Avenue So .• Seattle. Washington 98134 • 1199 Great Southwest Parkway. Grand Prairie (Da llas), Te.as 75050

1

Illustrating the versatility
of precast concrete panels .............. .

These buildings all feature
precast concrete units made
from Trinity White.

Want to see more?
We have a new booklet that shows
dozens of examples of the use of
pre cast white concrete panels.
Write-or check our numbe rfo r your free copy.

~
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PORTLAND

II.

Cdk
•

CEMENT

A PRODUCT OF GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY
Offices : Chicago · Dallas· H ouston · Tampa· Miami· Chattanooga· Fort Wayne· Kan sas City. Ka n . · Fredonia. Kan . · Oklahoma

~ity

·Los Angeles

New
innovations
In

facing
panels of
PLEXIGLAS®

Spe c No. : PLEX 7-1

Sn ee No .: PLEX 7-3

Six Readily-Available, Sculptured Designs in Varying Sizes and a Host of Colors . These
I
dramatic new designs in facing panels of Ple xiglas acrylic sheet are now available from experienced
fabricators conveniently located to serve all parts of the country. The modules can be made in a
variety of sizes and the full Plexiglas color spectrum, to suit the requirements of a broad range of
building designs.
Facing panels of Plexiglas are light in weight and easy and economical to install. They are highly
resistant to breakage and their ability to withstand the effects of all types of weather has been

proved by many years of successful outdoor use.
Write to us for our new brochure on facing panels of Plexiglas and the
names of fabricators and installers of these unique, pre-patterned
modules. We will also be glad to send you installation instructions.
PLEXIGLAS

and

PLEX

are registe red Trademarks of Rohm and Haas Company for

Os

ROHM
IHAAS

A

PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 1s1os

brand of acrylic plastic sheets.

Until today,
when you bought
carpet for this-

you also paid for
this waste
yardage

Now, with Madu/Floors®
you pay only for the carpet
you need,and you get exactly
what you need: size, color, fiber,
density, backing, cushioning.
And, at lower installation costs.
Forget carpet by the yard. This is carpet by the job. For the
job. To do the job. Any size job.
It took CCC-the creators and manufacturers of Densylonto come up with this concept: Carpet, tailor-made to your
blueprints. Carpet constructed to your specifications to meet
your traffic, acoustical, aesthetic, humidity, maintenance, budget requirements.
With Modu / Floors you order carpet by the yarn. Take your
pick: Wool Six®, Acrylic 73®, Nylon 360-D®, Polypropylene
8®-whichever works best for you in a given area, for looks,
wear, maintenance, price.
But that's only the beginning.
With Modu / Floors, you order carpet by the yarn woven
to the exact density you need. Lower, less costly for low-traffic
areas. Tighter, denser for high-traffic areas. And to the pile
height you want. With the backing and cushioning you want.
To the modular width you need.
Think what this means!
It means more carpet for your dollar because there's no
waste. It means you can put carpet in areas you couldn't
afford to before. And it means better design for your dollar
because there are no limits. You're not locked in to a fixed

In short, you can design your own carpet. At no extra cost.
And that's the best thing you've had going for you sin ce carpet!
It took foresight, and the facilities to operate this way. It
took the development of new machinery, specia l fibers, backings, cushionings. And it takes a skilled space eng inee r to
analyze your needs, suggest solutions and service your job.
Before, during and after installation!
Only CCC is set up to do it. Only CCC-the largest exclusive manufacturer of commercial carpet in the country, with
the largest sales force in every region of the country (102 men
strong!) - cou/d do it!
Modu / Floors just saved a client 2,204 yards on a 21 ,000
yard installation. 10%!
Sounds good to you?
Hold everything until you get the full story. Mail coupon
now.

r - - - - - - - - - --------,
Commercial Carpet Corporation
l 0 West 33rd Street
NewYork,NewYorklOOOl Dept.
' Attention : Mr. Walter Brooks
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I
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Please send me complete information about Modu / Floors.
Please have CCC's Modu / Floors space engineer call on me.

pattern or weight or price of finished goods and forced to

make the best of possible compromises.
You can have the same yarn, in the same color in different
constructions, and get the same look with different wear in
corridors, rooms, lobbies, entrances, offices. Or you can have
the same texture in different yarns and different colors. You
can use fibers single, double, triple. Mix them or match them.

Title _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ __
Organizat ion _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_____

I
I

I
I
I

_ _ __

State _ _ _ _ z;p

I

I

I
_J

Visit us at lntercon I at McCormick Place and at the Chicago Merchandise Mart-11th Aoor, Chicago, Illinois. March 20, 21, 22, 1967.
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CCC
1
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Densylon, the only floor covering that has

obsoleted tile and carpet for high·traffic areas.

Commercial Carpet Corporation offices i n principal cities-( Pacific Commercial Carpet Corporat ion, Los A ng eles, Sa n Francisco)

of

Chilean National Airlines (LAN ) M iami ti cke t o ff ice. R. A . Do nnelly , l n ten or Design s.

Colorvein has the same distinctive appearance as natural stone ... the same
massive look and lustrous, smooth-polish ed surface .
But Johns-Manville adds one quality
that 's missing in quarried stone-controlled uniformity. In the Colorvein manufa cturing process, finely dispersed asbestos fibers , chemically resistant pigments
and cement are combined by water, pressure and heat into an architectural material of monolithic strength and beauty. Its
swirling chiaroscuro patterns have a
unique character. The patterns are available in dark swirls within a light background or light swirls within a dark back-

ground . The color combinations are black
and white, green and black, brown and
white.
Strength and densi ty are consistent,
too. There are no weak striations or cleavage planes . And Colorvein is easier to
work with than stone . It cuts and machines easily-it can be erected by masonry methods or (an advantage over
most stone materials) it can be erected
by carpentry metho d s because of its
strong screw-holding ability.
Versatile J-M Colorvein is ava ilable in
panels 4' wide, 8' long and thicknesses
to 1V4" . Use Colorvein for exterior walls
and spandrels; for interior walls, parti-

tion s, wai nscot ings , furn iture, and even
for floors. In fac t, where ver your imagination take s you.
For even greater design variety, combine Colorvein with its compan ion materials Colorlith® in solid colors and Colorchip® in random-particle designs. All are
illustrated in free literature , yours upon
request to Johns-Manville, Box 111, New
York, N. Y. 10016 . Cable:
JOHNMANVIL . Colorvein is !J'l~
also available in Canada.

'!11191!!!
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Johns-Manville

01azed Brick tor the orice 01 Face Brick

I don't believe ii
It's true. Now you can have
a glazed brick building for
the same price as face brick
when you specify HANLEY
Jumbo Norman Glazed Brick.
Let's be fair. If you use
common face brick as a comparison we'd lose. But take a
good quality standard face
brick (8" x 214" x 3'.Y.1,"),
buff or grey, compare "in wall"
cost with HANLEY Jumbo
Norman Glazed Brick ( 11%"
x 2%" x 3%"), and more often
than not, the price will be
the same or even less.
Think of it, now you can
have all the advantages of
Glazed Brick and not pay a
premium price. If you're still
in doubt ask your HANLEY
representative to prove it.

HANLEY COMPANY
Summerville, Pennsylvania
District Sales Offices
New York • Buffalo • Pittsburgh

Our Savior's Lutheran Church , Euu Claire, Wis.
Designer/ Structural Fabricator: Phoenix Steel Corp.
Eau Claire, Wis.

Pacific Lwheran Theological Seminary, Berkeley, Cal.
Architect: Leefe & Ehrenkrantz, San Francisco, Cal.

Hockessin Methodist Church, Hockessin , Delaware
Sculptor: Charles C. Parks, Hockessin, Delaware

How
to look
your Sunday
best

The brand of steel is CoR-TEN.
It was described by the late
Eero Saarinen as having, unlike
other man-made materials, "a
beauty that only nature can
impart. " As USS CoR-TEN
Steel weathers, it forms a dense,
tight, textured oxide coating
that seals out corrosion. The
longer it ages, the better it
looks . Bare CoR-TEN Steel is
being used with outstanding
success in low and high rise
buildings, towers, even sculpture. It needs neither paint nor
maintenance, and it maintains
its structural integrity indefinitely. For full information
abo ut availability and architectural uses of USS CoR-TEN
Steel , contact our Construction Marketing Representative
throug h the USS sales office

nearest you.

USS a nd CoR-TEN are
registered tradem a rks.
t. John's Lutheran Ch urch, Celina, Ohio
rchitecr: Wright & Gi/fillen, Columbus, Ohio

Loyola Jesuit R etreat House, Portland, Oregon
Architect: M aloney , Herrington, Freesz and Lund,
Seattle, Washin gton

_

__,_._ ~- .lL . .
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Gateway-Center Office Bu i ld i ng
Architects: Skidmore,
Owings, and Merri ll, Ch icago.

Gaskets of Du Pont Neoprene
Keep aTight Glazing Grip
for Weathertight Comfort.
More than 3600 windows and panels in the
Gateway-Center Building, Chicago, are sealed with preformed
compression gaskets made of Du Pont Neoprene.
Neoprene was specified because it resists the deteriorating
effects of weather, wind and ozone. It adjusts
to normal building contraction and expansion . ..
and retains its resilience year after year.
Inherent flame resistance adds to safety and security.
Du Pont Neoprene is the only structural elastomeric gasket
material proved in use for more than 15 years.
Du Pont makes Neoprene, not finished gaskets. Write for
source of supply and 8-page report on building seals.
Du Pont Company, Room 4607-A
Wilm ington, Delaware 19898

Gaskets of Du Pont Neoprene
in Gateway-Center manufactured
by The Standard Products Co.

<m[D
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NEOPRENE

Shown on the inside fold are just a few examples
of the virtually unlimited design possibilities of
versatile copper. There is no other material that
can be employed architecturally that has all
these characteristics:
1. The enduring qualities of copper have been
proved through the centuries.
2. The workability of copper in building construction cannot be equalled.
3. The versatility of copper, from a design
standpoint, is virtually unlimited.

4. Only copper can produce the unique, natural
patina desired by so many architects.
5. This "metal of the centuries" is as modern in
its construction possibilities as today's newest
materials.
Look at the jobs now on your boards and those
you are planning .. . with Revere copper in mind.
Revere will be glad to help you create the unusual with copper and its alloys. Get in touch
with the Revere office nearest you today.

THESE TWO PIECES
OF LEADING LITERATURE
SHOULD BE IN EVERY
ARCHITECT'S FILES
Send, today, for your free
copy af "Copper and
Common Sense", Revere's
Brochure illustrating the
design principles and
techniques of sheet copper
construction. Also free
companion piece, "The
4 Revere Improved Systems
of easy-to-install Flashings", for
the completi: weather-proofing
of masonry buildings.

MAKE REQUEST ON YOUR FIRM'S LETTERHEAD
TO REVERE AT ADDRESS BELOW.

REVERE

COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Founded by Paul Revere In 1801
Executive Offi ces: 230 Park Avenue, New York, N . Y.10017

American-Standard brings you

Hospital fittings
that are best
any way you turn
-hand, wrist, elbow, knee or foot!

The special-purpose fittings you get from AmericanStandard give top performance because we design the
action to the needs of the job. We never compromise or
try to fit "universal" working parts into such unlike
units as conventional, wrist-action, knee-control or
pedal valves. D Our hospital fittings are of lifetime
brass. They're heavily coated with Chromard*, most

durable of chrome finishes. As an extra convenience,
most fittings now have color-coded index buttonsred for hot water, blue for cold. For the biggest selection now and the least maintenance in the future,
see your American-Standard representative. Or write
American-Standard, Plumbing and Heating Division,
40 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018.

*TRADEMAR K AR&SS CORP.

r;a,AMERICAN
~STANDARD

PLUM BING & HEATING DIVISION
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Does it make sense
to use a joint
sealant that can't
take repeated
joint movement?

Joint Movement Simu lator. Laboratory device permits simultaneous evaluation of sealant compounds. Cycled through compression-extension motion,
movement duplicates physical stresses met by installed sealants as
dynamic building joints are subjected to natural thermal and structural

Acrylic sealant after
30 cycles in Joint
Movement Simulator.
Pumped out of place.

changes. Photo sequence shows sample of reputable acrylic material
(sample at top) and an LP® polysulfide base compound (sample at bottom)
at start of test, and comparable behavior as test progresses.

... when you can have
Thiokol LP®
polysulfide base
Tested and Approved
sealant at virtually the
same installed cost.
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LP® polysulfide base
sealant after 30 cycles
in Joint Movement
Simulator. Like new.

In the laboratory and in the field,
sealants based on Thiokol LP® poly-

joint, large or small. There's no sagging, slumping or pumping out of

sulfide polymer, meeting Thiokol 's

place. No spongy softening, no exces-

own demanding specifications, outperform all other types. Curing to a
firm resilient rubber these fine quality compounds combine high adhesive bond and lively flexibility. Bonding strength is far in excess of normal
stresses met in structural joints. Flexibility, retained through wide temperature range, permits use in any size

sive hardening, no weakening of ad•fhe manufachrer warrants by aMt••na this label tllil
this Pfoducl IS a duplateol matenalsmdependenlly
hesion under any weather conditions .
lesltd and approved by, and accordance with slafld.
ards estabhshed by Thiokol Chemical Co1porahon
Thiokol Tested and Approved sealants assure total weatherproofing Sealants that make sensa display the Seal of Security.
over a long life-and at virtually the
same installed cost as acrylic compounds. For complete data and free
C H E MICAL CORPORATION
copy of our " Architectural Specifica- 780 North Clinton Avenue, Trenton, New Jersey 08607
In Canada : Thiokol Canada Limited, Wellington Square
tion GuideforSealants;' write Thiokol.
Bldg., 377 Brant Ave ., Burlington, Ontario
in

We first met Stephen CUITier a little over
two years ago. We thought he was very sensitive, very gentle, very bright, and very nice.
As we came to know him better, we found
that he was also extraordinariLy civilized, in
more ways than one: nowadays, men of wealth
are not expected to be particularly scholarly;
but he was a first-rate scholar in sever~ fields.
And men of wealth are not always expected to
be deeply concerned about their less affluent
fellow-citizens; but S tcphen Currier was not
ouly concerned-he was passionately committed
to giving all he could of himself and of his
family's fortune to help in the fight for social
and for economic justice.
He was, also, surprisingly modest. Until quite
recently, when it became necessa,ry for him to
step into the limelight to plead for a better
life in our cities, few people had ever heard of
him or of his wife, Audrey. The two had not
wanted acclaim for their work before, and they
did not want it now.
But in this short span of time when we knew
them, one of the organizations which the Curriers founded and funded, Urban America, became deeply and decisively involved in so many
public projects that it was impossible for them
to remain anonymous: there were projects to
set up "street-corner architects" in urban
ghettos, projects to save public parks from the
blight of bureaucratic building, projects to
create new open spaces in the slwn areas of
Washington, D.C., projects to facilitate the
construction of low-income and lower-middlcincome housing throughout the U.S., projects
to initiate Urban Design, Urban Policy, and
Urban Information Centers in the nation's
capital, projects to continue established publications in the field of architecture and of
urban design (like the Forum), and to star·t
new ones in related fields. And there were quite
a few other projects that did escape public
notice.
,
Stephen Currier was extraordinarily modest,
also, with regard to his own accomplishments.
Although his expert advice was sought by parks
The Coast Guard announced on Jan uary 24 that
it was suspending its active search for the plar:e
in which Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Currier and their
pilot were lost a w.eek earlier between San Juan,
Puerto Rico and St. Thomas, Virgin Islands.
FORUM-JAN/ FEB-1967

comm1ss10ners (he knew more about horticulture than most landscape architects), by transportation experts, by social workers in settlement houses, an<l by the First Lady of the land
on matters pertaining to the civic arts, he invariably returned the compliment by seeking
the views of those who came to him. He wa
an expert, too, at listening--a rare quality.
Two years ago, when Stephen Cm-rier,
through l'.rban America, acquired The Architectm·al Forum, he took us aside and said: •·1
will never, I promise, tell you what to publish.
But-please-try to get into trouble at least
once a month !"
Throughout these two year , when we began
to know him not as a benefactor, but as 11.
very dear friend, Stephen Currier never, at
any time, tried to change our tyle or our
views. \Ve are sure that we sometime embar~assed him; but he ne\ter told us so--he always
seemed delighted, in the end, that he had given
us that one mandate.
This past Chri tmas, he sent us a little note.
It said : "Your success . . . is just hort of a
miracle. . . . The Architectural Forum again
demonstrates to me that the fullest use of our
funds is made only when we manage to get the
resources in the hands of people who are truly
competent, inspired, and dedicated."
We are glad that he was proud of the Forum
and we hope he knew that we were very proud
of him.
This month, The Architectural Forlllll, whic:h
Stephe'n and Audrey Currier saved and revitalized in 1965, is 75 years old. If we do not appear too senile despite our age, this is due, in
great part, to the youthful enthusiasm that tJ1e
Curriers brought to us.
-THE EDITOHS
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Last month, on the "Footnote"
page of this magazine, there appeared an enlargement of a smallprint declaration that has been
distributed by the National Council of Architectural Registration
Boards (NCARB).
This declaration must be signed,
each year, by any architect wishing to retain his NCARB standing
(and, thus, a part of his livelihood), and its wording seemed, to
put it very mildly, just a bit out
of keeping with the spirit and the
letter of the Bill of Rights.
Unhappily, the NCARB seems
insensitive to the issues involved.
Those who have refused to sign
away their basic rights as Americans and as free men, are being
told, in routine letters, that their
"report form" is unacceptable to
NCARB, and that NCARB will
not con~inue their certificate in
good standing.
The man from NCARB then
encloses a copy of a letter from
NCARB's attorney, who takes the
trouble of spelling out very
patiently what the initial declaration spelled out just as clearly in
the first place.
The attorney explains that the
most offensive paragraph in the
mandatory NCARB declaration
(the fourth one) "is meant for the
protection of the Board in its role
of investigator and reporter." That
paragraph renders any informer,
however malicious, immune even
to confrontation.
The CARB attorney's concern
for "the protection of the Board
in its role of investigator and reporter" is understandable and
touching. Even more understandable would be the concern of the
architectural profession for the
protection of thousands of its
members whose "moral character"
and "reputation" are to be investigated and reported on in secrecy,
and who are forced to forfeit the
right to face and challenge any
accuser, however mendacious.

ADVERTISING MANAGO

Harold D. Mack Jr.
PUBLISHER

Lawrence W. Mester

•BIG PLANS
THE GREATER GLORY

Wrapping $166 million in travertine makes an impressive package, but Lincoln Center somehow
lacks that final flourish that could
make it the Angkor Wat of the
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West. To top it off appropriately,
Mayor Lindsay i~ considering a
plan (author anonymous) to turn
the block east of the center, separating it from Central Park. in-

to a formal mall (above). Half of
this block is already cleared for a
propo ed ~ew York Academy of
Sciences, but a few t11ings remain
in the way-things like the 12story West Side YMCA, the ~ew
York Society for Ethical Cult.ure,
and the two private schools attached to them.
One eminent ew York architect has since proposed an a lternative plan, which su rely deserves
equal consideration by Mayor
Lindsay. He suggests building a
mall from the YMCA west to the
Hudson, and tearing down everything in its path.

CITIES
A YEAR'S DIFFERENCE

President Johnson's 1ongest
State of the Union address contained the briefest of reference to
the problems of American cities.
"We should transform our decaying slums into places of decency through the landmark model
cities program," said the President. "I intend to seek for this
effort the full amount Congress
authorized this year."
Later, the President said, "\Ve
should call upon the genius of private indu try and the most advanced technology to help rebuild our cities." It was an ob-

vious, if unspecific, reference to
the Comsat-type urban development proposals that ha1·e been
under :>tudy in reeent months (a
complete report on these proposals begins on page 60).
And that was all the Pr sident
had to say about cities.
R epublicans, ensing a vacuum,
quickly moved to fill it with proposals of their own. Twenty-four
of the 36 Republican Senators released a statement attacking
Mr. Johnson for dismissing urban
problems in "three terse sentences"
which showed "no imagination, no
creativity, no bold thinking."
The statement backed the propo al by freshman Senator Charle
Percy for a national home ownership foundation that would rehabilitate !um dwellings and sell
them to the poor (see page 140) .
An even more drastic Republican
proposal, introduced in both the
Senate and House, was a tax-sharing plan under which an eventual
2 per cent of Federal tax revenues
would be automatically returned
to the states, and through them to
cities.
The 24 Republican "enators
called for an immediate national
effort "to win the war again.st
·lums." The rhetoric had a familiar
ring. It sounded for all the world
like the President's own State of
the Union message of 1966. A year
of foreign war, tightening credit,
and Republican successe at the
polls can make a great deal of difference in Presidential oratory.
ACTION SPEAKS LOUDER

Two weeks after the State of
the Union message came the Pre3iden t' fiscal 1968 budget. It made
clear that, in the field of urban
affairs, this wa · the year that Mr.
Johnson's actions out tripped his
words. Rather than the cutback
that some had feared, the budget
for HUD called for an increase of
nearly a billion dollars.
As promised, the President requested the full amount authorized
for model cities: Sl2 million for
planning grants, $400 million to
begin actual demonstration programs, and an extra S250 million
in urban renewal project fund" for
model cities .• T ormal urban renewal outlays would continue, in addition, at roughly their present
$800 million-plus level.
Some nervousne had resulted
from the President's failure to
mention rent supplements in his
State of the Union address. But
the budget called for the full $40
million authorized for the next

fiscal year, enough for 44,500 subsidized units. The budget also contained funds for 65,000 units of
low-rent public housing.
The largest program expansion
would be for "urban research and
technology," from $500,000 this
fiscal year to $20 million next. Its
major objective would be reduction of housing costs.

ing ... to underscore the fact that
at the moment conquering space
has a higher priority than conquering slums."
As passed by the League, the
resolution called for "a national
commitment for the rebirth of the
American city" by 1976, the na.tion's 200th anniversary, on the
scale of the commitment to the
moon program.

-AWARDS

•INS & OUTS

FAREWELL Gins

The first Governor's Design
Awards for California were presented at year's end to 77 projects
which "create new standards of excellence for the entire community." One of outgoing Governor
Edmund G. Brown's last official
act&, the awards program was distinguished by the sure-handedness
of the jury (chairman: Nathaniel
Owings) and by the breadth of
the projects premiated.
The 13 "awards of exceptional
distinction" went to familiar modern landmarks such as the Salk
Institute by Louis Kahn (May
'65 issue), the Oakland Mu eum
by Kevin Roche John Dinkeloo &
Associates (Nov. '66), the SCSD
program (Apr. '65), and Ghirardelli Square (Sept. '65).
Others among the 77 ranged
widely in scale and nature, from an

Orange Julius refreshment stand
by Maynard Lyndon (abo,·e) to a
state highway interchange in Santa
Monica (top right) to a fireplug
in the new town of Fo ter City
by James Levorsen (below).

R EVIEWING REGULATIONS

Governor Brown expreRsed hope
that the awards would be carried
on by the new state administration. But the program may not
interest Governor Ronald Reagan.
After all, two awards went to the
suspect University of California.

for "the highest order of architectural statesmanship."

REFORMED HONORS

One of the fa,·orite plaints of
urbanists--that the nation spends
far more on getting men to the
moon that it does on lhe condition of life in earth-bound cities-apparently is beginning to rankle
Washington. James E. Webb, administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
journeyed to Las Vegas to defend
the moon program before the National League of Cities, and
brought along an astronaut, Captain James S. Lovell, to help out.
The League's resolutions committee, in the course of drafting
an appeal for more urban aid, had
noted-but not attacked-the fact.
that the lunar exploration program would cost, in all, S70 billion. Webb objected to the figure,
and attempted to point out that
the contributions of NASA research to the cities could be C'Onsiderable.
Detroit's Mayor Jerome P. Cavanagh, outgoing president of the
League, shot back a press release
saying, in part, that "Mr. Webb's
remarks about the secondary benefits of the space program were
interesting, but a bit thin when
compared to the urgency of a
Molotov cocktail thrown by an
angry man in a ghetto." The nation's mayors, Cavanagh said, do
not seek to "short circuit the
space program. We are only seek-

Starting this year, the AIA will
try a pilot reform of its honor
awards program to a.srure that
someone actually sees every building prerniated. The reforms followed mounting criticism from
the FoauM and others that an
awards program based solely on
photographs was meaningless.
The Commission on Architectural Design will solicit on-thespot evaluations of "selected entries" from local chapters. The
chapter-critics will use a checklist
developed by the Committee on
Esthetics, which suggested the procedure.
Just how the entries would bl'
selected for evaluation was left unexplained, but the AIA said that
in 1968 the method would be extended to all. Also, this year the
AIA will abandon its distinction
between honor and merit awards,
and give only honor awards.
AIA'S CHOICE

In January, the American Institute of Architects announced that
the Gold Medal, its highest honor, will be awarded this year to
Wallace K. Harrison. The AIA
cited Harrison for "hi· demonstrated ability to lead a team in
producing significant architectural
works of high quality over a
period of more than 30 years" and
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•PRIORITIES
M OO N MEN

Pre ident Johnson has appointed a 15-member national
commission to conduct a sweeping review of building codes, zoning laws, and tax policie affecting
development.
Chairman of the commission
will be former Senator Paul H.
Douglas, a fact which, HUD officials explained, indicated the importance the White House attached to the ·tudy. Member::; include Architects Lewis Davis
Ezra Ehrenkrantz, Jeh Johnson.
and Chloethicl Woodard mi th.
The study was first proposed in
the President's 1965 message on
cities. Congre
approved it last
year, and appropriated $1.5 million of the 3 million reque ted.
A report is expected m 15
months. HUD i::iecretary Weaver
suggested that one item on the
commission' agenda would be
the possibility of a national performance code for building contruction.
NOW THERE ARE TWO

Since June, HUD
ecretary
Weaver has had an adviser for design in the person of San Francisco Architect George T. Rockrise. Now ·wea,·er has a consultant
as well: Ralph J. Warburton,
chief of planning for SOM-Chicago.
Warburton is largely re:>ponsible
for the Chicago Central Area Lakefront Development Plan which
SOM and C. F. Murphy A."oC'iates completed last year (Xov.
'66 issue). According to ·weaver,
he will "work closely" with Rockrise on "matters relating to program policy, re,·iew, e\·aluation.
operations, and liai on with profe;;sional, aeademic, development,
and research organizations."
SEEKING ADVICE

Saying that he needed the
counsel of "the be t minds that
this nation can offer," HUD Sec( continued on pa(Je 109)
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It

JOHN f KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER, N~SA

i I v
CAPE KENNEDY
Our fldaslic .space center ofl lhe coast of Florida
is full ol implic:aliom for
new arcbitec:IUl'e and a new urban lec:hnology
50

is a breathtaking sight: a 100,000-acre set for a Fellini movie. Dead flat, with red steel gantries lined up
like giant robots on the horizon. There is no scale :
the huge new Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB) is first seen
from 14 miles away, looking no larger than an electric toaster.
VAB is, in fact, by far the biggest building in the world-130
million cubic feet of space, more than the Empire State and
the Chicago Merchandise Mart combined !
If you were to put the Seagram Building on wheels, you
could roll it into the V AB. Actuall)', you could park four Seagram Buildings inside the Assembly Building; and you could
then roll in another half dozen Pepsi-Cola Buildings, if you
were so inclined.
Everything at Cape Kennedy is on this order of magnitude
and of fantasy. There are structures the size of 30-story apartmen~ buildings that move on wheels. There are prefabricated
workshops and labs that are hoisted into position, plugged
into prepared services, and removed again when no longer
needed. There are platforms the size of half a city block that
move across the landscape. '!'here are entire floors that slide out
like great steel trays, and slide back again into a pocket when
they have served their purpose. And there are enough other
gadgets and gimmicks to make today's science fiction writers
sound like the Brothers Grimm.
Much has been said and written about the Apollo program.its technical problems, its enormous cost, its ultimate purpo e
and value.
The story on the~e pages is not concerned with the pros
and cons of the program. A good case can be made against
this program if it forces the abandonment of other, more important plans . .As New York's Mayor John Lindsay put it
recently: "I would not want l us] described by future generations as a society that stood amidst the filth, the oppression
and the violence of the slums, and shot rockets at the moon."
Without glossing over such objections, one should perhaps
consider some of the other aspects of what is being achieved
at Cape Kennedy, not only in terms of far-out building technology, as suggested above, but also in terms of programming
and planning.
For the techniques developed by NASA for its particular
mission may also be applicable to the sort of planning that is
needed to deal with urgent problems here on earth. And the
staggering achievements at Cape Kennedy and in related installations elsewhere suggest that this country is capable of
similar achievements in the attack on urban problems-pr0vided there is a clear objective, and a full commitment.

Left: Map of Kennedy Space Center
and related facilities. Smaller launch·
Ing complexes are spaced along 20·

that measures 135 ft. by 160 ft. The
tower contains 17 high stories, two
elevators, all pipes and cables neces-

mile-long Atlantic coastline. Pads 39

sary to service, fuel and launch the

A and 39 B, from which Apollo/
Saturn V lunar exploration vehicles
will be launched, are located at the
northern end of the coastal strip.
More than 3 miles inland from these
pads is the huge Vehicle Assembly
Building (circled). Right: Man's-eye
view of Mobile Launcher (ML) at·
tached to Saturn V rocket. The ML's
tower is 400 ft. tall and 40 ft. square.
It is mounted on a mobile platform

Saturn V. Just before blast-off, the
bridges that service the rocket at various levels swing back. The ML
weighs 11 million lbs .. and it moves
at a maximum speed of 2 mph. A
Mobile Service Structure (not shown
here), a mere 400 ft. tall, moves up
to the rocket from the other side, and
is withdrawn before blast-off. Both
mobile towers are moved on CrawlerTransporters (see pp. 56·57).
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CAPE

KENNEDY

TBEV.A.B.
It is the biggest garage in the
world-indeed, the biggest building in the world. The Vehicle
Assembly Building is, in fact, so
vast that clouds sometimes form
inside it, and it may rain indoor .
The V AB is in two parts: the
high bay structure, which will
house, simultaneously, four Saturn V's on their Mobile Launchers; and the low bay structure,
which can take care of eight upper stages of the space vehicle.
To enter the high bay area,
Mobile Launchers roll their complete Saturn V's through "garage doors" that slide vertically
to provide an opening 70 feet
wide and about 500 feet high
(see view at left). Once inside,
the ·pace vehicle is moved into
position in it bay, and large
steel trays with semicircular cutouts close in on it from two sides
lo form complete working floor;;
around any portion of the vehicle. Prefabricated, trailer-type
workshops may be placed on
these sliding floors to assist in
the servicing of the vehicl<'.
(Actually, some of the movable•
tray are two or ·t hree stories
high, and pach of those upper
tories can be adjusted vertically
to the desired level.) There arc
52 stories in the high bay area,
and some of them are visible ill
the view at right. The engineering quality of the V AB borders on the miraculous: although
there were few opportunities to
cross-brace the structuTe, it will
sway le s than 12 inches m a
125 mph hurricane I
Left: Mobile Launcher being rolled
into VAB . Below: The VAB, with the
7 -story Launch Control Center in the

foreground. Right : One of the four
high bays inside the VAB.

CA PE

KEN N ED Y

TBE C.-T.
The two-story-high platform
being moved, slowly but steadily,
on a special, 7-foot-thick roadbed
at Cape Kennedy (left) is about
the size of the Seagram Plaza.
It weights 10.6 million pounds,
and it is carried on something
known as a Crawler-Transporter
( C-T). This platform is only one
of severa l mobile structures emp loyed in the Lunar Program.
Not long ago, two young British architects of the Archigram
group-Ron Herron and Bryan
Harvey---came up with a fantastic design for a "Walking City."
Iobody took them seriously.
It is unlikely that the engineers who designed the various
movable structures at Cape Kennedy ever heard of the Archigram group; indeed, the idea of
a Walking City would probably
horrify them. Yet these engineers
have designed and constructed
precisely what Herron and Harvey predicted : they have built a
couple of dozen structures, some
the height of 40-story office
buildings, that move serenely
across the flat landscape at Cape
Kennedy-and up and down a
few slopes as well.
The Walking City that is an
accomplished fact at Cape Kennedy employs two basic types of
mobile structures. The first is a
service tower that moves on rails.
A good example of the rail-born
structure is the 310-foot-tall service tower used to assemble and
check out the uprated Saturn I
space vehicle. This particular
service structure contains four
elevators, seven fixed work plat-

Top left: Close-up view of the Mobile
La uncher's base platform, wh ich
measures 135 ft. by 160 ft. by 25 ft.
deep. The platform is of welded steel
plat e and conta ins two workshop
f loors. The Sat urn V is fired from
t his platform . Bottom left: Pedest rian 's view of part of the CrawlerTransporter. Note size of human figures in t hese two photos. Right:
Bird's-eye views of Seagram Building
and of Mobile Launcher reproduced
at same scale.

forms, eight enclosed platforms
that can be extended out to the
Saturn I from the tower proper.
(The structure is, in fact, a twin
tower, and the space vehicle is
set up between its two sections).
The floor-to-floor dimensions between work platforms is unusally
large-hence the relatively small
number of floors. This railmounted service structure is, of
course, as tall as a 30-story
apartment building, and contains
at least as many services as a
normal apartment house of thisize would contain. (For a closeup view of this rail-mounted
structure, see p . 59) .
The second type of movable
structure employed in Cape Kennedy's Walking City uses the
Crawler-Transporter referred to
above. The C-T is only the chassis, as it were; it measures about
114 feet by 130 feet, and moves
on four double-tracked crawlers,
each 10 foot high and 40 feet
long (photo, lower left). The
height of the C-T is adjustable
from 20 feet to 26 feet.
When the Mobile Launcher
(ML) is ready to move, a C-T
slips under it. (The ML has its
own support pedestals which
keep it in an elevated position in
the V AB or on the launch site.)
The C-T's hydraulic jacks then
raise the ML off its support pedestals, and slowly carry the huge
platform, with both its 400-foot
tower and the Saturn V space
vehicle, to ·.he launch site-or
back into the V AB. When the
C-T is in motion and carrying
its load, it is, in effect, a building
complex almost 450 feet tall,
overall, covering an ·a rea about
the size of half a city block. The
C-T does 2 mph without its load,
1 mph with it-not bad for a
Walking City.

CAPE

KENNEDY

TREGAP
At left are shown some of the
better known examples of
"visionary architecture" recently
proposed in various parts of the
world; and at right is a detail of
the 310-foot-tall mobile structure
that ervices the uprated Saturn
I on Complex 34 at Cape Kennedy.
This juxtaposition of o-callcd
visionary architecture and the
accomplishments of the engineers
of the space program demonstrates a serious gap between
even the farthest-out fantasies
of architects and the reality
accepted daily in advanced, nonbuilding technology.
To cite a few examples: the
tower at right, as suggested
l.'arlier, is the partial realization
of the W alking City fantasy advanced by ihe .A.rchigram group;
it is, also, the partial realization
of the Plug-in City vision by the
same designers. Indeed, all of
Cape Kennedy, with its 40-odd
launching complexe connected
hy and to utility lines; with it
mobile towers that plug into
those utility lines; and with its
prefabbed workshops that are, in
turn, plugged into the ervices
co ntained in these mobile towers;
all this adds up to a 100,000acre Plug-in City that is a visible
r eality today.
FACTS AND FIGURES
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida . Operated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration .
Among the many architects and en·
gineers involved in its design were:
Max O. Urbahn (planning & architectural); Roberts & Schaefer Co. (structural); Seelye Stevenson Value &
Knecht (mechanical, electrical, civil);
and Moran, Proctor, Mueser & Rutledge (foundation engineering). This
team designed the VAB . Giffels & Rossetti, Inc., were retained to design
several related installations; and other

consultants worked with the U.S. Army
Engineers and with NASA to develop
additional structures-both fixed and
mobile.
PHOTOGRAPHS : Pages 51 and 59,
Peter Blake. Page 54, St. Louis Post
Dispatch (Black Star). Page 55, right,
Norman Matheny (Christian Science
Monitor); left, NASA. Page 56, upper,
Arthur Witman ; lower, Yale Joel, Life,
© Time Inc. Page 57, left, Jane Doggett/Malcolm Smith; right, Yale Joel.
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Yet, in visionary architecture,
such concepts as prefabbed
apartments hoisted into position
on a skeletal frame, to be
plugged into prepared utilities,
are still considered impractical
by most designers and builders;
and men like Warren Chalk,
Schulze-Fielitz, and Yona Friedman (whose projects are shown
at left) are thought to be cranks.
(It is interesting that Chalk's
apartment tower, .at far left, is
iopped by a crane that will hoist
prefabbed apartments into place.
The mobile structui-e at right is
topped by two cranes, with
capacities of 40 and 60 tons, respectively l)
But Cape Kennedy's fantastic
technological achievement is not
the only stimulus it can offer to
architecture and urban design.
Another achievement has to do
with procedures employed by the
NASA engineers.
On May 25, 1961, Pl'esident
Kennedy committed the U.S. to
the goal of landing a man on the
moon and returning him safely
to earth "before this decade is
out." To achieve that ambition.
goal, much planning at Cape
Kennedy had to be based on educated guesswork-before all the
facts were in. As a result, a
great deal of time was savedthe kind of time that is often
wasted in attacks on urban problems, because no one is willing to
take a chance until every theory
has been tested over and over
again.
Yet there are important urban
problems-like intra- and interurban transportation, for example--wh ich could be attacked
immediately, effectively, and
peedily if there were a similar
degree of courage and of commitment - especially financial.
The proud achievements at Cape
Kennedy are proof of our ability

to tackle the most staggering
problems; and, by implication,
they are an indictment of those
who would not expend the same
kind of effort on our urbc.n ills.
It is unfortunate that the U.S .
has only twice, in recent history,
committed itself to such efforts
- and that, in both instances,
one motivation was fear. The
other program, of course, gave
us the H-bomb.-PETER BLAD59

THE CITY
MEETS
THE
SPACE AGE
Last summer, at idyllic Woods Hole, Mass.,

scientists and t·e chnologists took an
unprecedented look at our urban
problems, and offered some startling solutions
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Nineteen sixty-six was the year
in which American cities and
20th-century technology at last
discovered each other. On several
occasions, they were even observed in fleeting embraces, leading some matchmakers to hope
that a permanent, fruitful union
might be effected in the coming
months.
The most encouraging sign
during 1966 was the two-sided
nature of the courtship. On the
one hand, the Federal Government, in both the Legislative and
Executive branches, displayed a
markedly intensified interest in
harnessing technology to solve
our mounting urban problems.
On the other hand, scientists,
technologists, industrialists, and
others in the private sector began
seriously to look upon large-scale
urban development as an attractive field of interest-both intellectually and financially.
This late-blooming mutual admiration was nowhere more apparent than during the Summer
Study on Science and Urban
Development, which HUD and
the Whit.e House Office of
Science and Technology staged
at Woods Hole, Mass., last June.
For three weeks at Woods Hole,
experts from a broad spectrum
of disciplines, most of them not
now connected with urban development, turned their attention
to the questions of how and
where science and technology can
be responsive to urban needs.
Among the participants were
physicists, mathematicians, sociologists, psychologists, medical
doctors, businessmen, economists,
attorneys, engineers of every
variety, planners, and architects.
Until recently, with one muchpublicized exception, nothing has
been known publicly about what
went on at, and emerged from,
Woods Hole. That exception, of
course, was the proposed "Comsait Corporation for Housing,"
a totally new institution whose
goal was nothing less than the
rehabilitation or replacement of
the nation's entire stock of 5

million substandard housing
units during the next decade.
That proposal got all the way to
the Whit.e House, where President Johnson firmly sat on it.
According to a White House
aide, the idea was considered
impractical, but some observers
drew a parallel between the rej cction and the fact that news of
the program had been leaked
prematurely to the press. Whatever the President's reasons, his
action can be viewed as only a
temporary setback. Sooner or
later, our antiquated processes of
urban development will have to
be brought into the 20th century
if our cities are to survive.
Alter six months of secrecy,
the Woods Hole conference
was revealed as the source of
many new ideas already being publicly debated.

Aside from the leak of the
Comsat-Housing proposal, HUD
had managed since June to keep
the Woods Hole seminar under
tight security, ostensibly on the
ground that it did not want to
appear to be endorsing all the
schemes that came out of the
conference. Then, early in J anuary, HUD finally released a report on the meeting.
The report confirmed the
rumors that had been circulating
since June : the Woods Hole
gathering was not just another
conference. For the first time,
it brought to bear on the problems of U.S. cities the same kind
of thinking used repeatedly in
the past, with notable success, in
aerospace, defense, and other
scientific and technological areas.
As the first such effort directed
at cities, Woods Ilo\c -was as

significant for its processes as it
was for its results. For three
weeks these diverse experts
formed what Conference Chairman Walter Roscnblith, professor of communications biophysics
at MIT, described as "an intensive coexistence community" focused on urban problems.

Scientists and technologists
heard from the urban speciali sts, then attacked the c i ties '
problems with t heir own concep t ual t ools.

"You go through three days of
very intensive briefing," Rosenblith explained, "in which people
who arc the practitioners, who
own the problems, come and talk
to the people who own the resources for other good problems
but not for this one. And then
what develops in this discourse is
lhe fact that people get up1hose who are not the briefers
but those who are being briefed
-and say 'I do not understand
when you say such and such.'
"And in this process, which
you might call a process of intellectual station identification,
people start to recognize each
other's language." The trick at
such a gathering, noted Rosenblith, is to create a "concerned
rommunity."
It soon became apparent to the
non-urban experts at Woods
Hole that they were dealing with
a far more complex set of problems than even they had been
used to. "We have learned in the
sciences to deal with complex
systems indeed,'' said Rosenblith,
"but most of these complex systems are very univalent, very
unipurpose, compared to the
society that lives in cities. Here
is indeed a multicomponent,
multiinput, multioutput, multipurpose set of structures."
'l'hus, after three days, the
group decided to cut up the
urban pie to make it more manageable. The participants spun
off into five separate panels,
each dealing with a different
facet of urban life and development: rehabilitation, new housing, environmental engineering,
transportation, and health services.
"We r ecognized," said Rosenblith, "that it was impossible to
come up with an ideal subdivision of the matter before us, so
we took one that had certain
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heUl'istic advantages. . . . And
we went a step fUl'ther. We said
'Look, if at the end of the first
week you don't like your panel,
if you think you have nothing
to talk about, if you have no
problems, join somebody else,
declare a new panel, form a
crosscommittee. Go!' And the
very interesting thing was that,
as progressively people invested
in living together in these panels,
trying to structure their problems that way, they felt that the
investment they had made was
too great to give it up."
What emerged after three
weeks at Woods Hole was not a
full-blown answer to our urban
ills. Neither those who planned
the conference nor those who
participated in it expected such
a miracle. But what Woods Hole
did produce was a host of new
ideas, many of them startlingly
fresh and new, that could, if refined and acted upon, profoundly
change the course of U.S. urban
development. Here is a sampling
of Woods Hole proposals:
The rehabilitation panel proposed the Comsat
approach to housing and a
full investigation of our urban "software" problems.

1

Comsat Corporation for Housing. As first envisioned by the
rehabilitation panel, headed by
Hortense Gabel, former commissioner of rent and rehabilitation
in New York City, this would
be a national, quasi-public institution designed to attract sufficient capital to bring modern
technology into the business of
low-cost housing. To achieve
massive purchasing power, the
corporation would, first of all,
take over a substantial portion
of the credit power under the
221d3 program for moderate-income housing, along with HUD's
demonstration funds. With these
monies as its foundation, the
corporation would then hope to
attract large investments from

other public and private sources,
using the funds "to create a major new national market for
firms capable of innovating in
low-cost mass housing."
The corporation would be run
by a board of directors appointed by the President, representing
government, minority groups,
public, labor, and industry. It
would assemble large chunks of
property, some of which it would
purchase itself, and some held by
nonprofit, limited-profit or private owners with the corporation
acting as the service vehicle. Construction contracts would be
large enough to permit largescale research and development,
not only by builders, but hopefully by systems companies new
to the housing field, such as Litton and Lockheed.
By a combination of advanced
technology and volume construction, all of it pulled together by
the single corporation, construction time and cost could be reduced by as much as 50 per cent,
the panel felt. "This program,"
stated its report "should provide
a much needed yardstick for the
modernization of the construction industry, such as that provided for the power industry by
TVA."
HUD reportedly drafted several alternate proposals based on
the panel's recommendations and
presented them to the White
House, hoping the President
would make the proposal, in one
form or another, part of his program for the next fiscal year.
The P resident's abrupt rebuff
dashed HUD's hopes for the time
being, but the White House is
reportedly still interested in developing something along these
lines in the future.
Institute for Urban Stiiclies . This
new Federally funded agency
would be charged with investigating the "software" problems of
urban development. Its first and
most important order of business
would be a thorough comparative
study of the direct financial costs

of providing decent housing as
opposed to "the far greater social and financial costs of the
maintenance of the slum system.''
Such a realistic comparison, the
panel felt, would make it clear to
all that we are spending far
more in perpetuating our slums
than we would spend in rehabilitating them.
"Failure to understand the
links between substandard dwellings and substandard health, education, recreation, sanitation,
transportation, employment facilities and other required services,'' said the panel report,
"results in ~loitative shelter
costs in an inadequate physical
and social environment. This inefficient and inhumane slum system is maintained at exhorbitant
capital and operating costs. The
panel believed that it was time to
add up the bill.''
The panel also suggested a
broad range of other areas for
the institute to study, including
the role of local participation in
planning; devices for upgrading
the performance of building contractors, such as bulk purchasing arrangements to reduce expenses of performance bonds;
various economic studies, such as
schemes for lease purchasing
financing, stock corporations
formed by individual owners,
and the like; and the problems
caused by the profusion of political jurisdictions in metropolitan and regional areas.
A giant-sized national
building research effort
to encourage better housing
at lower cost was urged by
the new housing panel.

2

National Center for Aclvanced
Urban Technology. The panel on
new housing, chaired by Carleton Green, manager of the Stanford Research Institute's Southern California Laboratories, proposed that this be an independent nonprofit organization, coordinated by HUD, concerned
primarily with better housing at
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lower cost. "The purpose of the
center,'' said the panel's report,
"should be to use modern science
and technology to lead and encourage the housing industry to
respond vigorously to changing
market and social demand ,
rather than merely to serve existing industry. .Accordingly, the
center would require an organization staffed at a high level of
profe sional excellence so that it
can lead the industry into bold
new housing concepts, advanced
housing production systems, the
development of new materials, of
new forms of land use, and imaginative scientific approaches to
urban development far beyond
present capabilities."
oting that "this effort must
be equal to the importance, size,
and growth rate of the job to be
done," the panel estimated that
the center's expenses would be
$6.5 million in its first year of
operation, and would climb to
$100 million in the fifth year.
The center would carry out inhouse re earch programs as well
as a program of contract research and grants to private organizations, colleges and universities.
Density. "It became increasingly apparent to the panel that the
whole subject of urban density
is a phenomenon we actually
know very little about," said
Green. "One of our major conclusions was that a better planning of density arrangements
may be an important key to the
solution of inner-city housing
needs.'' Thus the panel recommended that a detailed study of
density and its ramifications be
made, and that "great emphasis
be given to high density as a
central issue in developing the
technologies, economics, social
and political procedures, government programs, and administrative practices to cope with urban
problems."
Design Flexibility. Noting that
"much of our present problem
of urban deterioration and obso-
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lescence stems from the fact that
we have failed to design into our
physical facilities the capability
of easily replacing obsolete parts
or incorporating the products of
improved technology," the panel
recommended five areas of "immediate action" : make the removal of obsolescence a design
criterion for all publicly built or
financed housing; amend FIT.A
minimum property standards to
require obsolescence replaceability; launch research to identify
the "obsolescence para.meters"
that require design improvement;
develop financially attractive incentives to private industry to
de ign, demonstrate and promote
products with obsolescence replacement capabilities; and influence other governmental agencies to work toward these goals.
Focus t,h e research of
all Federal agencies on
urban problems , urged the
panel concerned with environmental engineering.

3

Coordination. The environmental engineering panel's statement
concerned itself mostly with a
recitation of urban problems in
water supply, sanitary sewerage,
torm drainage, solid waste disposal, and air pollution. Though
it put forth several research proposals, the panel was distressed
that progress in these areas is
greatly hindered by the current
fragmented approach of the
Federal Government. "A review
of all problems considered by the
panel," noted its leader, John
C. Geyer, chairman of Johns
Hopkins University's department
of environmental engineering,
"shows that all of them are matters of concern and responsibility to more than one, and in one
instance to ias many as 25, agencies in six departments of the
Federal Government."
HUD, said the panel's report,
should take steps to focus this
diverse Federal research on urban problems. It recommended
the creation of a permanent

interdepartmental committee to
review and coordinate all policies
and programs in these fields as
they affect the urban environment. As further steps, the panel
Ul'ged HUD to set up a technical
evaluation group to iO.entify applicable research, and testing
laboratories to evaluate hardware
for utilities iand to set performance standards for new materials, products, and systems.

Noted the transportation panel: " The biggest challenge is lack o f understanding of the operation
and growth of cit ies."

4

Job Jitney. This, like many of
the transportation panel's recommendations, would be a demonstration program designed t o
further what the panel considered to be the "near-term primary goal" of urban tran portatiou: "to expand the job and
housing opportunities of the
poor." It calls for governmentowned station wagons, operated
by industry on a car-pool basi ,
to take underprivileged people
from gray areas to places of
work. Because of the special
character of Los Angeles, the
panel suggested Watts as the site
of this program.
"We think that perhaps a hundred vehicles in the Watts area
inigbt do the trick,'' said panel
member Sumner Myers, director
of the Research and Development Utilization Project for the
ational Planning Association.
"These vehicles would have perhaps ten seats and on the averao-e would carry six to seven
persons, and we think that this
can be done for about $250 to
.'/;300 a seat as again \:. $SQQ to
$1,000 a seat for the conventional bus system.
"It is essentially a self-liquidating program, the idea being
that when people get jobs they
will then have enough money to
buy their own automobiles.''
(HUD subsequently announced
a $2.7 million research project

m Wat ts to test the feasibility
of a bus-to-work scheme.)

Dynamically Scheduled Mvnibus.
WithWashington,D.C.,suggested
as the demonstration site, this
would be a fleet of telephonecalled, two-way-radio-operated,
computer-scheduled vehicles operating both downtown and in
the suburbs. The minibuses
would transport people between
their homes and major focal
points, such as subway stations,
and would deliver domestics and
other workers to their jobs in the
suburbs. Panel Chairman Ben
Alexander, vice president and
technical director of the Defense
Research Corporation, noted that
such a system could be "the beginning of a marriage of buses
in to taxi cabs."
Bus Service Improvement. This
demonstration project would test
various electronic aids and computer scheduling methods in bus
ervice. "You might think of a
communication and data link
which lets the bus automatically
know at which intersection it is,"
said Alexander. "At that point
the bus can then report to a control center where it is at all
times.
"You might think of a curb
device so that people buy tickets
on the curb instead of in the
bus, and at the same time indicate where they are going; and
this also communicates to the
control center. So you now have
in the control center all the bases
for dynamically programming
the buses to meet the load.
"You can imagine all sorts of
incidental advantages of this
sort of devices. Curb ticketing
with demand lets you have flexible pricing so that prices can be
varied with time of day and
destination. The presence of a
device like this in communication
with the control system makes it
possible to inform prospective
passengers how long they will
have to wait for the bus.... It
lets them interrogate to find out
if there is a bus that goes to
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their destination from that location. Finally, because the system
is operating with some sort of
control, you can imagine a relationship between the bus-load
demand and the traffic signals so
that some kind of priority service can be provided."
Such a demonstration, said
Myers, might be carried out in
Brooklyn, "where there is an 11mile stretch of arterial city
street, the Bedford-Flatbush
area, that goes all the way from
the grayest of the gray areas in
the Bedford-Stuyvesant area to
some of the finest beaches in the
world at Breezy Point."

Systematic .Approach. The above
three demonstration ideas were
among those suggested by the
transportation panel as ways in
which HUD could "get started"
in solving urban transportation
problems. The panel also suggested no less than 25 other areas
of long-range study and action,
ranging all the way from "dial-adestination" pedestrian capsules
operating at second-story level to
a fully automated highway system. But the item of greatest urgency, the panel felt, was the
need for HUD to launch a systematic approach to urban transportation.
"The interaction between transportation systems and urban
design is strong and not very
well understood," noted the
panel's report. "It is self-evident,
however, that urban transport
problems cannot be solved by
transport innovations alone. It
would be disastrous if overconcern with devices and narrow
organwational solutions let us
forget that the biggest challenge
is our lack of understanding of
the operation and growth of
cities. To really solve the transport problem we must learn the
relationships between the design
of cities and transportation."
The panel recommended that
HUD appoint an assistant secretary whose exclusive concern
would be transportation research
and development; that it create

several regional urban transportation institutes to work with
agencies in their areas; and that
a "strong R&D contract arm" be
set up at HUD. Also, the panel
urged HUD to improve its inhouse capability to evaluate operational research and hardware
developments "to help steer and
provide a 'real-world' character
to its grant and contract programs."
Finally, the panel urged the
creation of an Urban Transportation R&D Advisory Committee
of representatives from industry, local transportation agencies, universities, and others "to
facilitate communicaitions between HUD and the several important elements necessary for a
successful urban transportation
R&D effort."
The Health Services
panel suggested one·
stop neighborhood centers to
give slum dwellers help in a
broad range of needs.

5

Neighborhood Sm·vice Centers.
"From the beginning of its deliberations, the health services
panel felt that its mission encompassed the broader issues of the
provision and coordination of the
full scope of human services
to the community," said panel
leader Alonzo Yerby, chairman
of the department of health serv·
ice administration of the Harvard School of Public Health.
As proposed by the panel, tbesio
neighborhood centers would provide one-stop services in a broad
range of medical and social needs
for slum dwellers who "are all
too often lost between agencies
or between the specialty clinics."
The centers would be located
'vitbin walking distance of the
bulk of the people within the
community. "As a minimum,"
states the panel report, "they
should provide certain basic services such as health screening
examinations, treatment for uncomplicated illnesses and minor
injuries, public welfare aid, legal

advice, counseling, and the opportunity for the learning of
basic skills-for instance, homemaking, how to apply for a job,
even how to read and write."
The Woods Hole slum rehabilitation proposal was battered by business leaders at
the Ribicotf Sena•t e hearing s
on the urban cris is.

The five panels at Woods Hole
made no attempt to meld their
diverse, often overlapping ideas
into a single whole. But, taken
together, the five reports add up
to one major recommendation:
bring 20th-century scientific and
technological advances to bear on
our urban problems.
But before this technology can
be harnessed on a scale commensurate with the enormity of the
job, an organizational vehicle
capable of attracting quality
leadership and great sums of
capital must first be established.
There are many who gravely
doubt that the Comsat-Housing
proposal developed at Woods
Hole could have filled the billeven for the relatively limited
area of slum housing.
News of the Comsat-Housing
idea appeared in the press the
day before Senator Abraham
Ribicoff opened the second round
of bearings on the Federal role
in urban problems, and it qnickly
became the number one subject
of comment and conjecturemost of it skeptical-in the bearing room. David Rockefeller,
president of Chase Manhattan
Bank, wondered out loud whether
a Comsat-like corporation operating in slum housing could
really prove attractive to private
investors.
"If the analogy with Comsat
is to be valid," Rockefeller said,
"it must be an economically
viable corporation. In other
words, it must expect to be able
to make a return on the invested
funds that are put up, presumably by the public or by the bank( continued on page 140)
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MT. AUBURN STREET

llolyoke Center, the large, bristling concrete building seen at
left behind the Georgian roof
of Cambridge, is now complete.
The news may be of comfort to
those who passed through Harvard Univer ity dtll'ing the past
eight years, saw the bu.iltli.ng
multiply in four tages, and perhap feared that it would imply
continue to grow, like ornc
robust and appetitive organism.
The building began life in 1961
a a wide and shallow ten-story
slab et ju t back from hlt. Auburn Street, a block to the south
of Harvard Square; this slab is
m the left foreground of the
photograph. To the rear wa an
off-center stem, al o ten stories in
height; beside the tern a twostory block of shop ; and in front
another two- tory projection. Entrance to the upper floors wa.
through a great hall cut into the
first two torie of the tern.
The building's later growth a
planned by its architect , ert,
Jack on & As ociates, and the
concurrent demolition of it
predece sors on the
ite,
charted in the dia.gmms at left.
The stem grew into a spine, joining the fir t slab to another facing Massachu etts Avenue and
the Square (background in photo). The hall in the stem's lower
tories became an arcade through
the building's entire length. Adclitional shopping blocks were
placed along the side street ;
and, finally, a three-story bank
was built on the northea t corner
beside an open plaza.
The last of the building's 360,000 square feet of varied spaces
was occupied in ~ovember. The
Ilarvard community had watched
its construction with reaction
ranging from horror to fascination. Some re entecl removal of
the old buildings it replaced; or
feared its size; or disliked the
expo eel concrete which it introduced to Harvard for the first
time. Others, however, admired
its boldne s and its variegation
of form and facade .
From the tart, it wa obvious
that Holyoke Center would be
both a controversial and influential work of architecture. But
only on completion did Holyoke
Center reveal it elf as a uniquely
instructive act of urban design.
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The transition from

town to gown is
carefully graduated

Holyoke holds its bulk away from the
streets, but sends small-scale extensions out to meet them: on the
north, a branch bank (top left); on
the south, the healt h center reception
area and library (left); and on the
east and west, two-story blocks of
shops (opposite) topped by angular
air condition ing units. The map
shows Holyoke's site in relation to
the Harvard campus, whose buildings are those with shadow lines, and
the surrounding Harvard Square
shopping district.

The site of Holyoke Center was
a full city block in the strip between Harvard's academic campus and riverfront residential
houses, where town and gown are
all but indistinguishable. The
university wanted, first of all, a
central location for its health
service, with a staff of 115 doctors and a 59-bed infirmary; and
also space for departmental of.fices scattered in some 20 buildings around the Square. At the
same time, it had no desire to
argue with Cambridge about the
prevailing height limit of 100
feet. It became clear that Sert,
Jackson & Associates were being
asked to design the bulkiest object in this flavorful precinct of
the city.
Their first response was to
keep the bulk of the building
back from the streets. The basic
H configuration not only brings
maximum light into Holyoke's interior spaces, but also preserves
the light coming into the side
streets by holding the northsouth crossbar well away. The
wide arms of the H are similarly
set back from Mt. Auburn and
Massachusetts; Sert, in fact, precisely calculated the placement of
the north arm so that the sight
line from the Harvard Yard to
the roof would be the same as
was that of the street-hugging,
four-story building it replaced.
The H plan also paid another,
more subtle dividend: Holyoke
never reads as a total object, but
as a series of elements in the
townscape. The building's image,
ancl thus its impact, are thoroughly fragmented.
At the same time, Holyoke extends out to meet the streets in
the bank to the north (above
left), the health center reception
area to the south (bottom left),
and the shopping blocks along
the sides (right) . These smaller
extensions effectively modulate
the increase in scale from Holyoke's surroundings to its tall
wings and spine. The modulation
is a matter of use as well as
form. Very nearly all of the
ground-floor space - including
that along the interior arcade-is given over to shopping and
banking, making Holyoke more
of a link than a barrier between
university and community.
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The arcade is at once

a street, a lobbyand a dramatic space

The ground floor of Holyoke (plan
above) is cut by the arcade and the
garage ramps int o eight separate
spaces, open and enclosed. Here t he
building has a totally different con·
figuration than in the H·shaped office
and clinic floors above. Natural light
enters the arcade only from the east
clerestory (left), beh ind the broad
colonnade and, of course, from the
ends beyond the bridging office
wings. The west side of the arcade is
enriched by variations ln the concrete textures, and by color (right) .

As a symbol of continuity, the
plaza that faces Harvard Square
to the north (top of plan) is
paved in the familiar red brick
of Cambridge. Notched into the
corner is a small planted area
bearing four trees, intended, says
Sert, as a reminder that this is
part of H arvard. The brick, and
the sense of continuity, run the
268-foot length of the arcade. It
is the arcade, in fa.et, which
brings the life of the community
into the heart of Holyoke Center.
Along the west ide of the arcade is a row of shops, some of
which also open onto Dunster
Street. Along the east side are
the H arvard information and
press offices, ha.eked up to the
shops on Holyoke Street. The arcade is twice bridged by the
major wings of the building, the
arms of the H, passing over it.
Twice it becomes a bridge over
east-west ramps to the belowground garage for 123 cars.
Light comes in from a deep
clerestory facing east (below).
I n part, the arcade is a pedestrian street, a connection between
Harvard's academic campus and
houses that is particuJ.arly useful
in bad weather. Indeed, one of
Sert's first intentions was to join
the venerable Yard gate to paths
to the river; the arcade took its
off-center position so that it
would be on axis with the gate.
But those coming fro m the yard
have to jog to the next corner
and back to get to the arcade;
and, once at the south end, they
find the paths to the river
blocked by buildings. The fa.et
doesn't diminish the arcade's use.
The arcade also is a substitute
for grand lobbies. Entrance to
the upper floors is through three
modest elevator foyers op ening
from it (a fourth bank is in the
health service reception area).
The arcade, finally, is an architectural space, reaching 22 feet
6 inches from brick floor to white
waffle ceiling. The concrete of its
walls and colonnade is richly varied in p attern and texture-and
splashed in an almost random
manner with vivid primary colors (right) . Sert, who was concerned about the impact of so
much bare concrete, points out
that in the j ungle it is good to
see a parrot next to an elephant.
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The upper floors of Holyoke
Center are a loose confederation
of disparate spaces. Harvard
went about the filling of Holyoke
in much the way that a developer
does a speculative office building:
It began with one major tenant,
the health service (whose reception area is shown at left in full
Sertian color), then began assembling others. In all, 20.1 per cent
of Holyoke's interior space is devoted to the health service, 30.6
p er cent to administration, 12.9
p er cent to teaching and tutoring, 19.4 p er cent t o the bank
and shops, and 17 per cent to
parking and services.
A total of 38 separate university departments and offices-and
at H arvard, separate means v&y
nearly autonomous-occupy the
administrative and academic
space. The sixth floor, whose plan
is shown at right, is typically
miscellaneous in tenancy. Each
department, moreover, was to
some extent an individual client.
The H plan, which would be
a disaster for a company with
heavy interdepartmental traffic,
ideally suits this individuality of
need. It distributes windows with
utmost democracy, so that every
office has its share of light. The
elevators, placed near the junctures of the arms and crossbar,
also are easily accessible to all.
Waiting and reception r ooms
open directly from the corridors,
so that there are few long and
boring walls to look down. The
perforated metal pan ceilings of
the corridors are at a height of
7 feet 5 inches with mechanical
runs above--it took some squeezing to get a ten-story building
under the Cambridge height limit. But in the offices the ceilings
rise to 8 feet 5 inches, and seem
still higher for the contrast.
To this two-way spatial change
--4:he ins and outs of the corridors, the ups and downs of the
ceilings from corridors to offices
- was added Bert's characteristic
play of color. As in the arcade,
the corridors are dashed with color in no apparent pattern, adding to the identity of each precinct; the occupants always were
given a choice. The effect is to
make passage through Holyoke a
sequence of vivid and constantly
varied experiences.
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Color helps give the
diverse clientele
a sense of identity

Three samples of Holyoke's miscel·
laneous interiors: left, the projecting
reception area of the health service,
with the desk and waiting room on
the ground floor and the staff library
above; top right, the comptroller's
office, with the burly counter where
students pay their fees; and at right,
an office corridor, typically ending in
a view of the outdoors. The plan is
of the sixth floor, but its diversifica·
tion also is typical.

The facades' random
patterns follow
the variations inside

The occupants of Holyoke Center
also had a voice in design of its
facades. All walls but the encl
walls are compositions of transparent windows and translucent
panels, the latter being sandwiches of glass fiber between two
sheets of clear glass, filtering
light in the manner of Japanese
rice paper. The compositions are,
with one exception, random; the
alteration of windows and sandwich panels followed the organization of interior space and the
desire of their users.
'£he sandwich panels, Britishmacle for u e in skylights, are
an 'a uthentic architectural invention. They give the interiors
a plea ant glow in sunny weather, reducing both heat and
glare even on the south side. They
shield office clutter from outside
view. And they make each window a special event, framing a
selected view.
The glass, clear and tran lucent, is held in metal frames
attached to projecting precast
mullions. (In theory, the panels
can be changed, but no one has
tried it yet.) Across each of the
clear windows, on three sides of
the building, are multicolored
bars keyed to variations of the
2 foot 2 inch module: orange for
windows one module wide, red
for two, yellow for three. The
fifth floor is clear glass, both on
the north where it is a computer
floor and on the south where it
is the infirmary. Here and at the
commonly used tenth floor (plan
right) the south-facing glas i.
protected by precast brise-soleil.
The north facade (below right)
is the exception. Here the alternation of windows and sandwich
panels was preordained; the
module changed to 3 feet 7
inches; the window bars all were
made brick red. The wider module was intended to make this
elevation look less tall, and the
other changes to keep it quieter
out of respect to the Yard across
the street. The net effect is to
make this the least intere ting of
Holyoke's many faces.

Holyoke stands as a
prototype of process
more than of form

In terms of shapes and surfaces,
Holyoke Center is a powerful
piece of architectural sculpture,
very much in the tradition of Le
Corbusier. Its rough-hewn walls
terminate in a display of burly,
angular forms made of the tenth
floor meeting rooms and mechanical penthouses, which have a conscious affinity (possible to overstate) to the Georgian roofs and
chimneys nearby. These walls are
a virtuoso performance in the
use of exposed concrete: the castin-place frarrie i boldly, almost
crudely patterned by the scratchy
board forms; the precast mullions, sunshades, and filler panels
are smoother, lighter in intentional and successful contrast.
But Holyoke was not designed
primarily as sculpture, and
should not be evaluated as such.
It is not a prototype of form;
rather a superbly skilled essay in
a formal vocabulary that is already established and growing in
influence. It offers instead a
prototype of process-an approach to architecture that is of
special relevance to an era of
urban growth and change.
Holyoke represents, first of all,
an architecture of context. Sert
describes it physically 1lS a "tentacular building," reaching out to
the city around it. Each element
was studied, then designed, in
relation to the particular part of
the city that it would touch. The
relationships are more than physical. The ground floor shops and
the arcade make the building
an organic part of the everyday
life of Cambridge.
Holyoke also represents an
architecture of particularity. It
is a building diverse in use ("the
most diverse building I have
ever seen," Huson Jackson says)
and looks and acts it. Everywhere, Holyoke expresses its variety of functions. Everywhere
(or almost everywhere) it responds to the varied needs of
those who use it. This is no envelope of uniformity within
which diversity is hidden, and to
which the users must conform.
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Holyoke represents, finally, an
architecture of human experience. Its concern is with fundamentals-with light, with space,
with color and texture, with patterns of movement. It was upon
a consideration of these fundamentals that the building was
organized into its final form.
Holyoke is not just an object to
be viewed and photographed; it
is an architecture to be learned
and lived with and, through both
the mind and senses, experienced.
Holyoke has been built just in
time. There is a struggle going
on at the moment for architecture's soul. On the one side are
t'he formgivers, who place themselves at the service of history
and hold to the primacy of architecture as a fine art. On the
other are those to whom architecture is the creation of human
environment, and who are seeking, in science and elsewhere, the
tools to place it at the service of
an urban society.
In Holyoke, there is hope for
reconciliation. Its architects have
demonstrated the essential value
of their art. In less adept hands,
with less sophistication in the
making of forms, the principles
behind Holyoke's design would
have produced a far less satisfying environment.
Without these principles, conversely, the same artistry might
have produced only another
finely formed irrelevance.
-DONALD CANTY

FACTS AND FIGURES
Holyoke Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts . Owner: Harvard University.
Architects: Sert, Jackson and Associates:
J.
Zalewski ,
Associate;
P.
Krueger, Associate and Job Captain.
(For initial phase, Sert, Jackson, &
Gourley) . Landscape architects: Sasaki, Dawson, DeMay Associates. Engineers: Cleverdon, Varney and Pike.
Consultants: Bolt, Beranek and Newman (acoustic); Arthur Casagrande
(soils); Simpson, Gumpertz and Heger
(specifications and materials). Contractors: George A. Fuller Co. ( Phase
IA); John A. Volpe Co. (Phase I B);
Wexler Construction Co. (Phases llA
and llB). Building Area : 360,000 sq.
ft. (health service, 72,400; university
administration,
110,200;
academic
functions, 46,400; non-university commercial areas, 69,800; parking and
services, 61,200) . Construction cost:
$12,200,000; furnishings, $470,000 additional.
PHOTOGRAPHS: Phokion Karas, pages
64, 66 (bottom), 67 , 68, 70, 71, 73,
74, and 77. John Donat, page 66 (top),
75 (bottom) . Louis Reens, page 69, 72,
75 (top).
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TOWERS OF LEARNING

Four stout, tapering concrete
columns thrust themselves 140
feet skyward to support the
floors and house the mechanical
equipment of Hofstra University's new 10-story library
(left). Cantilevered floor slabs,
extending 10 feet beyond the
corner columns on all sides,
create bays which house study
space, faculty offices and eonference rooms. Stacks for 400,000 books are located in the
core; pavilions flanking the
main tower and the tower's
base contain staff, reference,
and processing areas. Warner,
Burns, Toan & Lunde, architects of the library, also designed a covered pedestrian
bridge which takes off from the
base of the structure (photo
left), crossing the Hempstead
Turnpike to connect the old
South Campus with the newly
acquired North Campus-88
acres of the former Mitchell
Air Force Base (see runways in
foreground above). A low-slung
student center by the same architects is under construction at the
north end of the bridge. Their
pair of 14-story dormitories is
the first student housing in the
university's 30-year history.
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LADDER TO SUCCESS

Dubbed "Jacob's Ladder'' by
ARAG employees, the insurance
company's office building outside of Diisseldorf steps up in
12 stories from public service
offices on the bottom two floors
to executive offices on top. The
reinforced concrete structure is
clad in precast spandrels with
exposed marble aggregate; extensions of floor beams support
precast sunshades (left). Architect Paul Schneider-Eslenben has
broken the stair-like silhouette
with a caseading fire escape, and
has attached a boxy three-story
structure at the second floor.
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GLAZED GRANDSTAND

A giant enclosure of specially
"toughened" glass provides an
almost unobstructed view for
the 151000 club stand and grandstand patrons at the Laurel
Race Course in Maryland.
Panels of %-inch-thick tempered glass, suspended from the
soffit of the grandstand opening, are joined to one another
by unobtrusive metal patch
fittings. Neoprene-lined channels hold the panes at the bottom and at either end; and
vertical fins of %-inch glass
(photo right) serve as wind
braces. The 813 by 36 foot assembly was designed by Pilkington Brothers Limited of St.
Helens, England, and installed
at a total cost of $600,000.

GI F T-WRAPPED OFFICE

Architect Haigh Jamgochian
has packaged three shallow cylinders in crinkled aluminum
"foil", stacked them, and put
them on stilts to house the
offices of Markel Service Corp.
in Richmond, Va. Workmen
unrolled and crimped a 700-foot
continuous sheet of .032-inch
aluminum (sketch and photo,
left) to cover the 160-footdiameter structure without exterior joints and fasteners. The
cladding is wrinkled and dented
for textural effect and to accommodate expansion and contraction of the metal. A system
of radial steel beams is canti-
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levered beyond the 12 outer
columns, and the walls taper
outwerd at a 15-degree angle,
thus increasing the area of
upper floors without cutting off
light to the parking area (for
80 cars) below the building.
The cantilever also permits uninterrupted
strip
windows,
which are deeply recessed for
protection from glare.

REPLICATED RESIDENCE

The same flat planes, cylindrical stairwells, and smooth cedar
boards create an intentional
resemblance between Charles
Gwathmey and Richard Henderson's all-year seaside house
in Amagansett, N.Y. (Apr. '66
issue) and its recent offspring,
an adjacent studio (right in
photo) for the same clients.
The more simply organized
studio is sited at a 45-degree
angle to the house (see plan) to
receive direct north light.

CABLED COLISEUM

The 48 spokes of the giant
(425-ft.-di.ameter) wheel at right
will support the roof of the new
Madi.son Square Garden, the
first cable-suspended roof in
New York City. Intended to
carry two floors
of mechanical equipment as well
as a steel and concrete ceiling
over the Garden's column-free
20,234-seat arena, the steel
cables stretch from a central
105-ton tension ring t o a
circle of anchoring beams atop
the 13-story aggregate-concretefaced drum. Architects for the
entire Madison Square Garden
Center project (including an
adjacent 29-story office building
and underground redevelopment
of Pennsylvania Station) are
Charles Luckman Associates.

PHOTOGRAPHS : Page 78, Gil Ami aga .
Page 79, John R. Kennedy (top). Page
81 , Bethlehem Steel Co rp .
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DETROIT ENDS
A 20-YEAR
DEMONSTRATION
BY ROGER MONTGOMERY

The Forum's Midwest correspondent,
Mr. Montgomery is director of the
Urban Renewal Design Study at the
School of Architecture, Washington
University, St. Louis. In 1963 he
received a grant from the Rockefeller
Foundation which permitted him to
assemble data for the Gratiot site
plan sequence on page 84.
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Regency Square, the final chink
in Detroit's Gratiot project,
caps a 20-year struggle to demonstrate that urban renewal
does work. Happily, this surehanded cluster of small-scale
apartments, in the foreground
of the photo at lower right, reverses a trend which had threatened the powerful logic of the
plan laid down by Mies van der
Rohe more than ten years earlier.
Between that beginning and
Green & Savin's conclusion, the
level of architectural achievement at Gratiot caused many
second thoughts. Now this hopeful finale permits a second look
at the project in terms of urban
design.
Completion of Gratiot demands special attention on three
counts:
~ Taken by itself, the project,
with its long, painful history,
confirms the wisdom of replacing slums with planned unit developments, and thus confirms
the basic rationale of urban renewal;
~ In a larger view, it kicked off
a series of renewal actions
which, taken together, are giving Detroit one of the largest
and most carefully planned redeveloped districts anywhere in
the country;
~ Finally, Regency Square, by
itself, shows a remarkably mature concern with the architecture of high density housing
despite the trying circumstances
of American speculative apartment building.
Underlying urban renewal is
the notion that people with a
choice m housing- that is,

people with adequate income
and acceptable skin color-will
in large numbers choose to live
in center city if it provides certain crucial environmental qualities. These qualities include
good housing scaled to the needs
of modern family life; a comprehensive set of community
facilities, particularly schools;
and an identifiable neighborhood image distinct in people's
minds from the picture of gray
tenement house districts built to
serve the first wave of in-migrant workers.
The carefully articulated theoretical approaches to urban renewal developed during the
1920's by Clarence Perry and
Clarence Stein centered on this
theme. When cities began to
think about slum clearance, and
actually do something about it
during the depression and early
postwar years, they generally
began with the idea of transforming slums into ideal neighborhoods laid out along the lines
set down by PeITy and Stein.
Gratiot was such a project.
At Gratiot, children cross no
streets on their way to school.
Old and young alike have useful greenspace conveniently at
their doorstep. A broad variety
of housing types facilitates a
certain stable heterogeneity in
family types. Negroes live next
door to whites without triggering
the usual tipping-point phenomena.
Perhaps most important of
all, Gratiot's clear and imageable form, functional and at the
same time symbolic, has become
a popular landmark of planned
unit development.

The aerial photo at left shows Detroit's three major close-in residential
renewal projects: Gratiot (A), Lafayette (B), and Elmwood No. 1
(C). The high-rise landmarks of the
first two are, in the foreground, the
1300 Lafayette East apartments by
Birkerts & Straub; next, the three
Mies van der Rohe slabs, with the
paired Lafayette Towers at right and
the Pavilion apartments to their left;
and, latest of the group, the Four
Freedoms House by John Hans
Graham & Associates.

The two photos at right show the
difference that a dozen years of development have made in Gratiot. At
the top is the view in 1955, and
below it an almost identical current
view. In the foreground is Regency
Square by Green & Savin, the final
unit of Gratiot; just behind it the
Four Freedoms House, a 22-story
building containing 320 apartments
for the elderly completed in 1965;
and in the left background, behind
the wide swath of green, the Pavilion
apartments, built by Mies in 1958.
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The Detroit Plan, 1947: The city
boldly began its own redevelopment
program in 1945, without waiting for
Federal action. Its plan was stated
in the architectural terms of building
types and site design. Apparently no
one asked how the planners would
insure that homebuilders would fol·
low their designs. Both these designs,
and the climate of discussion surrounding the Detroit Plan, suggest
that in 1947, urban renewal was
viewed as a matter of private enter·
prise expanding on the patterns of
the public housing program.

2

The first official Urban Renewal
Plan, 1951: The Housing Act of 1949,
and the bureaucracy it spawned, set
forth a new model for redevelopment
plans. It was taken from the com·
prehensive planning methods of the
city planners rather than from the
development plans of previous Fed·
eral housing and slum clearance pro·
grams. Two·dimensional
land·use
plans replaced the three·dimensional
designs of the Detroit Plan.

3

The Citizens Redevelopment Car·
poration Plan, 1955: The CRC orga·
nized by Walter Reuther and ot~er
leading Detroiters to get the Gratiot
project moving, employed Oscar Ste·
norov, Victor Gruen Associates, and
Leinweber, Yamasaki & Hellmuth,
who produced a predictably plastic
conception that contrasted sharply
with the Jand·use approach. The City
Plan Commission and others favored
unified superblock designs centered,
in Radburn fashion, around open
spaces, parks, and schools. The CRC's
architects focused their widely pub·
Jished scheme on a central boulevard,
not an open space, and along it
clumped small groups of distinctly
patterned buildings.

4 Greenwald-Katzin Plan, 1955: Developer Herbert Greenwald, a patron
of Mies van der Rohe, naturally
called on Mies when he became inter·
ested in Gratiot, who in turn brought
in planner Ludwig Hilberseimer. The
first Hilberseimer suggestion was a
crystalline superblock sharply distinct
from the street-centered CRC plan.
Mies refined the Hilberseimer super·
block, and furnished it with thought·
fully composed apartments and townhouses, a school, and a shopping
center derived from characteristic
Mies types. The tragedy of Green·
wald 's death prevented complete
realization of his design: only three
out of six apartments and about half
of the townhouses were built.

5

The Gratiot, Lafayette, and Elmwood Park No. 1 projects, as built
(or, in Elmwood, abuilding).
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Gratiot evolved through
a variety of plans,
and survived a barrage
of early criticism

From the beginning, the city
attempted to insme that this
worst among Detroit's slums
would be replaced by modern
housing and comprehensive community facilities arranged in
such a way as to produce an
effective new symbol. The remarkable sequence of site planning concepts developed over
the years for the Gratiot area
forms a record of this effort.
Highlights in this evolution
appear in the accompanying
series of site plans and their
captions. These illustrate the
growth of the idea from 1930sty le public housing stereotypes
through a series of neighborhood unit ideas to the final
scheme of powerful clarity.
Yet, curiously, the evolution
follows a circular pathway at
the same time that it advances.
Clearly the superblock, common
central green and cul-de-sac
ideas of the final HilberseimerMics design ( 4) return to 30- or
40-year-old patterns worked out
by Perry, Stein and their cohorts.
Architectural op1mon has
largely chosen to ignore the
planned unit aspect of Gratiot
and direct critical comment at
two other aspects of the project. Those who fancy themselves as humanists objected
violently to the faceless glass
in which they seemed to feel
Mies had, by force, put the
secrets of family life on exhibit.
True as this may be-and
lack of acoustic privacy proved
more serious than the visual
privacy problem-today Gratiot
is inhabited by people well
pleased with their habitat. Even
the great expanses of blank
glass have their virtues: they
permit each person to design
important aspects of his home's
public face. The Batman posters
pasted in the windows and the

swag drapes suggest that facelessness may be a virtue. Each
occupant can be his own stylist
and architects can drop that
disturbing but all too commonly
practiced role.
Since the visits of the early
commentators who reacted so
righteously to the initial barrenness of Mies's work at Gratiot,
an important transformation
has taken place. Albert Cald-

well's incredible planting has
grown up into a wonderful
jungle. Now the place looks as
it was probably meant to look
-a set of elegant pavilions
tucked into a great shaggy
19th-century landscape garden.
Landscaping aside, opimon
has by no means uniformly
found fault with the Mies
buildings in Detroit. No lesser
figure than Peter Smithson
found in it "the essence of what
one is searching for . . • from
all large-scale developments."
Smithson, theorist and polemicist as well as architect, may
have been responding more to
the organizing idea of the whole
superblock than to the architecture as such. The historic accident that prevented Mies from
completing his work at Gratiot
provides a unique demonstration of the importance of the
plan's organization.
The tragic airplane crash
that took patron Herbert Greenwald's life stopped construction
before the project was half
finished. Later other builders,
and other architects, finished it
up in small bits and pieces.
Mies's fans and those who just
like things to be tidy have bewailed this calamity, and have
been little interested in what
has taken place since Mies left
off. To do so is to miss a most
significant lesson in the power
of plans.
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The thing that bothers professionals who look at Gratiot today is the kitsch taste of the
later bits of the project-that
is, all of them except the last
one, Regency Square. Against
the international perfection of
Mies's facades, the homey little
peaked roofs (photo at right)
do look pretty awful, at best
striking a sort of comic note.
At the same time the comedy
contains a moral for architects
and one that they ought to ponder. Public reaction to Gratiot
suggest that, kitsch or no, the
man in the street approves of
its architectural variety. If Mies,
or any other architect for that
matter, had done it all it would
have looked unmistakably like a
project.
An important question remains. Can ihe necessary variety
be obtained without resorting to
architectural mediocrity and
worseY Regency Square may
answer this question. As the
best work and the last in the
period since Mies stopped, it will
repay examination.
The scheme clusters walkups
and a baby elevator slab around
a fine square built over a parking
street below. It neatly tucks a
tenant's car right into the basement below his dwelling (see section opposite).
The walkups use a duplex or
maisonette design that produces
an internal spatial variety rare
in speculative apartment building. The stair towers punch up
out of the building silhouette
to serve very utilitarian roof
decks on top and occasional
penthouse units stashed under
battered walls between the towers.
Blank brick endwalls, a modest
cornice, neat railings, direct
fenestration, and cleanly detailed
interiors contribute to an effortless simplicity rare in this day
of over-styled "luxury apartments" and brutalized multiple
dwelling design. The central
square, part planted handsomely
and part a generously scaled
pool, is set about with furnishings and paving detailed in an
equally direct manner. Regency
Square shows itself to have been
done with loving care, yet it
avoids the narcissistic over-design that so often occurs when
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Regency Square shows
there is a middle way
between mediocrity
and too much Mies

a developer finally gives an architect or a landscaper a chance.
Compared with its Gratiot
neighbors done since Mies signed
off, Regency Square makes a real
leap forward. It demonstrates
the significant advances in high
density urban housing design
during the long grinding years
the project was underway.
History of housing

Depression-style public housing models of 1947 gave way
to coldly efficient highrise slabs
and to various, more or less
mindless adaptations of speculative suburban garden apartment
types. These were the formula
for the FHA 220 multifamily
units that dominate urban renewal projects.
Fortunately, changes in high
density housing continued to
occur. Distinctions between garden apartments and elevator
buildings, between row houses
and walk-up flats, became blurred in the best schemes. Lot by
lot development patterns where
serial structures each presented
a standardized front door to the
street, but none created a dooryard, gave way to clusters
formed round a hierarchy of
spaces leading from public way
to private terrace and dooryard.
After some primitive beginnings
in schemes for West Coast renewal projects, and considerable
sophisticated theorizing and prototype building in Europe,
housing of this new type finally
got its clearest expression in
Sert's Peabody Terrace for Harvard married students.
Regency Square applies these
lessons in the demanding realm
of speculative building. This is

a world where hunger for immediate capital gains normally
destroys any interest in the
long-term investment values
which Ivy League builders can
respond to. In many places
financing walk-ups and financing elevator apartments involve
completely different people and
institutions. Such fragmentation
of the development industry requires heroic energies to glue
together a package that follows
the lead of Peabody Te1Tace.
Green & Savin's work exhibits another virtue rare until
now in the work at Gratiot :
it appears appropriately dense.
Sybil Moholy-Nagy once acidly characterized Gratiot as "villas in the slums." No one could
mistake Regency Square this
way. By Detroit standards, and
by the standards of most other
American cities, it forms an intensively occupied, defensible
unit, well served with the street
eyes and other special needs of
urban housing long ago spelled
out by Jane Jacobs.
It is too soon to be certain
that Detroit has learned from
Gratiot the lessons necessary to
produce in every case the best
available architecture and urban
design. But the way seems
clearer than ever before.
The final part of the project
promises something more important perhaps than did Mies's
landmark plan of 1955. Regency
Square promises that we may
find a way to a broadly based
urban design not dependent on
the terrible risks of finding for
every tract of urban renewal
land cultured patrons as developers and international pioneers
as their designers.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Regency Square, Detroit. Owner: Ham·
ilton Construction Company. Architects: Green & Savin Inc.; Richard
Wycoff, Associate. Landscape Architects: Johnson, Johnson & Roy. Engineers: McClurg, McClurg, Mikle &
Cooper (Structural); Migdal, Layne &
Sachs (Mechanical and Electrical).
General Contractor: Hamilton Con·
struction Company. Building area:
151,888 sq. ft. (exclusive of garages,
underground drives, basements, balconies). Construction Cost: $2,500,000.
PHOTOGRAPHS: Benyas-Kaufman ex·
cept page 82, Airplx and page 83
(top). Photograph House.
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NEW MOVEMENT IN CITIES. By Brian
Richards. Published by Reinhold Book
Division, New York, N.Y. 95 pp. Illus·
trated. 6 'h by 7'h In. $2.45 (paper).
$5.50 (cloth).
REVIEWED BY SHADRACH WOODS

Brian Richards is an English
architect who has long been
closely associated with Team 10.
His approach to the question of
urban transportation systems, in
this stimulating study, is a reciprocal of Colin Buchanan's Traffic
in Towns. Whereas Buchanan
begins by saying that the automobile is here to stay and implies
that it will become the principal
tool of urban transportation,
Richards takes the view that it
is probably not possible for
existing cities to be fully motorized-and especially for European cities to be motorized to
any reasonable standard of private transport-and still to retain a livable environment. He
suggests that, in the future, cities
will need to investigate other
transportation systems and to invest in these if they are to survive in something like their
present form: scaled to the autonomous m~.n who moves about
in man-sized spaces. The problem
he raises then is how cities can
be equipped with the necessary
transportation facilities to allow
them to function sweetly.
Mr. Richards has, in fact,
written two books, the second of
which deals with the various
existing or proposed movement
systems which he considers to be
applicable to the present situation. He examines the field of
mechanical transport and provides us with a catalog of systems, with some of the advantages
and disadvantages of each and
some indications of comparative
capacities and costs. He indicates
ways in which the various systems can be combined to the best
advantage.
It is interesting to note that
many of these mechanical transport systems were first installed

Mr. Woods is an American architect
and urban designer practicing In
France and Germany. His work In·
eludes the new town of LeMlrall, near
Toulouse (June '63 Issue), and the
new campus of the Free University
In West Berlin.
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Moving platforms served the Paris
Exhibition of 1900 (1), where 5-mph
walkways paralleled a 2 1/,- mile electric railway. The Chicago Exposition
of 1893 (2) had a mile of continuous
platform traveling at 6 mph, flanked
by 3-mph transitional walks.

at international exhibitions and
world fairs. The point, of course,
is that what is required today for
cities is not so much new ways of
traveling greater distances faster
(SST, aerotrain, etc.), but ways
of moving greater numbers of
people over relatively short distances in comfort.
Speed is not essential. Continuous movement and convenience
of points of access are more important. Making the subway
trains go faster only spaces the
stations and makes the subway
less, rather than more, efficient
for most users. The "Telecanape," a modern tunnel of love,
would provide a pleasant and
useful addition to our urban
transport vocabulary. The high
speed metro extends the problem
over larger areas. Each has its
place, although more emphasis is
usually placed on the latter in
most contemporary plans.
Mr. Richards' catalog provides
a basic vocabulary of use to city
planners and architects who have
to deal with the problems of
moving people around in large
numbers over relatively short
distances. He states some of the
problems of organization and
design which are involved in integrating these systems into various urban situations and makes
a case for integrating them. Unfortunately he is not very generous with information or even
speculation on the cost of integrating movement systems into
buildings as compared with that
of using the established public
rights of way. It would seem reasonable to suppose that public
transport should be accommodated in public space.
The integration of transport
into buildings which are not
public property might become a
legal and economic problem of
unmanageable proportions. Is
it conceivable that property
owners and builders be required
to cede rights of way through
their buildings to support increased building and maintenance
costs in the public interestf
Mr. Richards believes that it is,
and that private interests may
indeed benefit from the increased
traffic through their commercial
domains. However, it is unlikely
that all will agree, and we would

probably have to institute some
form of coercion in order to assure minimum continuity in these
systems.
Coercion is, of course, a necessary fact of urban design, although it is not always considered good form to say so. None
of either Richards' or Buchanan's suggestions could be carried out without massive intervention on the part of the
authorities. The forces of gravitation taken alone, in a free
economy, lead only to urban
chaos. It is difficult to imagine
that we can achieve any kind of
reasonably sane environment
without some positive power to
persuade the individual developers from subjecting the community to objectionable stimuli.
The quality of physical environment seems to vary inversely
with the amount of coercion exercised over private interests,
and the art of planning lies in
the balance to be achieved between official control and private
enterprise.
The other of Mr. Richards'
books is called "The Future
City." It is a speculative account
of how various systems of movement might give form to the city,
and it makes many questionable
assumptions. Among these are
the assumptions that anyone can
tell much about the future, and
that the city should have "form."
We suppose that by form is
meant some form of comprehensibility. In his crystal ball he
sees the city as consisting of
"central," "residential," "industrial," and "leisure" areas with
different transport systems relating to these. We would say
that this is either too much or
not enough definition and would
prefer that the future city be
imagined as a more synthetic
organization. In the analysis
suggested here, in any case, it
is likely that transport systems
would be required to connect one
area with the others, quite
simply and without the necessity
of changing carriers.
However, we would argue that
cities can be less rather than
more compartmented and that
"everything everywhere" is more
reasonable than "a place for
everything and everything in its
FORUM-JAN/ FEB-1967

place." The reciprocal of movement is as important to planning
as movement is, and, although
this book is specifically concerned
with movement, it is impossible
not to consider ways of reducing
excess movement by a more even
mix of activities. The "why" of
movement will be as important
in the future as the "how".
A few examples of designing
buildings with integrated movement systems are given. Unfortunately all of these, except for
Mr. Richards' own scheme for
Oxford Street and the Soho redevelopment by Richards and
Dean, belong to the "More is
More" school of urban design,
in which a great deal of unusable
space is produced. It is disappointing that Mr. Richards
should indulge in these archigrammatical lapses in an other1vise serious book. One cannot
in any way justify the fantastic
amount of investment that would
be needed to make such elaborate
people-traps as those proposed
by J. Weber or Warren Chalk
and Ron Herron. Surely Mr.
Richards could have found some
possible examples of transport
integrated into buildings, or are
we to believe that architects always lose their grip on the economic realities of building when
they are confronted with transit
problems? In any case the
rather ambiguous inclusion of
these puerile pipe dreams takes
much of the steam out of Mr.
Richards' arguments for integrated transit.
His own suggestions for Oxford Street redevelopment and
the Soho scheme which he
worked out with C. Dean (this
was developed as an annex to
the "New Ways for London"
study by the Smithsons, ca.
1959) are more reasonable, and
could work if the legal tools
existed or could be developed to
accommodate such intricate integration of the public and private
domains.
Generally, Mr. Richards has
many excellent suggestions, not
the least of which is that "Transport should have delight." His
book is essential to designers
concerned with the urban scene
and provides much of interest
even to the profane. It is a

timely reminder of all the effort
that has already gone into the
invention of transport systems,
effort which need not necessarily
be wasted. For this reminder
we may well he grateful to him.

LE VOYAGE D'ORIENT. By Le Corbusler. Published (In French) by Editions des Forces Vives, Paris. 176 pp.
6 by 6 in. $2.75
MISE AU POINT. By Le Corbusler.
Published (in French) by Editions des
Forces Vives, Paris. 64 pp. 5 by 5 in.
$2.75

REVIEWED BY STAMO PAPADAKI

The time which elapsed between
the writing of these two small
volumes is the time in which the
entire architectural, planning
and pictorial work of Le Corhusier is situated. Here we are presented with the alpha and the
omega, with the thoughts of a
restless young man in search of
basic truths and the sober wisdom of the septuagenarian. Nineteen-eleven was the year of a
cholera epidemic ravaging Eastern Europe; while, at Naples,
the terminal point of this pilgrimage described in the first
volume, 30,000 troops were embarking for the conquest of
Libya, forerunners of the many
expeditionary forces to distant
lands that are common in this
century.
Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, a
draftsman at the office of Peter
Behrens in Berlin, and August
Klipstein, a young art historian
from Flanders, decided to obtain
a firsthand knowledge not only
of the relics of a remote classical
past hut of the still thriving
popular arts of the Orient.
(Orient, in this instance, meant
southeastern
Europe,
better
known under the generic name
of Balkans).
There, for historic reasons,
stood the frontiers of the industrial revolution: the potter
was doing what his forefathers
had done during the past millenia, the rhythmic sound made
(continued on page 132)

Mr. Papadaki is a professor of Design
at Brooklyn College, and editor of the
book Le Corbusler: Architect, Painter,
Writer.
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MADISON
AVENUE
WAS NEVER
LIKE THIS
90

In George Lois's office (above), a Mies
Brno chair faces a gre.en mam\e. 5\ab

on a stainless pedestal by Zographos.
The Breuer Wassily guest chair Is
flanked by a slate cube. Across the
teak-paved floor are ordinary gray
art files under an old schoolhouse
clock. Behind the brown glass In the
background Is a stair (right) leading
to a small conference room between
the offices of senior officers Papert
and Koenig. A sand-finished plaster
well with teak rail makes a sculpture
of the standard spiral stair.
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The New York advertising agency
of Papert, Koenig, Lois Inc. has
grown at phenomenal speed by
breaking Madison Avenue con·
ventions. It started only six years
ago by leasing 3 ,000 precious
square feet of the Seagram
Building before it had a single
client, and having among its
three founders an iconoclastic
art director, George Lois.
PKL' s nonconformity has attracted dozens of clients, as diverse as Quaker Oats and Robert
F. Kennedy, and its gross is now

more than $50 million a year. It
has outgrown its second office,
in Rockefeller Center (Dec. '62
issue) and recently moved into
the U.S. Plywood Building on
Third Avenue. Here designer
Nicos Zographos (working with
Architect Charles Koulbanis) has
turned five tower floors into a
cool interior world that is tailored
to PKL's unconventional needs,
yet makes some broader points
about working spaces.
From the top southeast corner
of PKL's new domain (opposite

and below), George Lois oversees
every detail of the firm's output
and image, from the housewife's
smile of satisfaction to the ash
tray on the receptionist's desk.
Lois's friend Zographos had advised on the design of PKL's last
offices. "Nico and I get along well
together. We're both Greek," he
explains, although he himself
seems as American as an Ionic
portico. He admits to being "fanatic about neatness," but when
he talks about how the sun
strikes the sand-finished plaster

he reveals a full-bodied Mediter·
ranean vision of neatness.
Lois's office is designed to impress nobody but himself. He
rarely meets visitors here and
can seat a maximum of one.
From his Breuer chair, that visi·
tor is well placed to savor the
precise alignment of the desk
pedestal (opposite) with the win·
dow mullions. The desk, Lois
admits, is almost pretentious;
that is why it has been carefully
balanced with a row of ordinary
art files along the opposite wall.

Every one of PKL's five floors is
laid out around an armature of
wide, symmetrically placed corri·
dors that varies only in detail
from floor to floor (typical plan
below) . Like streets in a town,
they are used for meeting as well
as movement.
The idea of making corridors
wider, in many cases, than the
offices they serve was carried
over from PKL's last offices. The
employee in a 9 ft. by 11 ft. office
has the choice of closing himself
in (with only his sweeping view

of Manhattan) or adding another
12 ft. to his visual field by leav·
ing the door open. Most of the
doors are left open.
Low light levels in the corri·
dors make a trip through them
a greater change from the office.
Often the only light is what
comes through the translucent
partitions from outside offices.
Lois wanted every employee
inside a partitioned space so
that "even if a guy has a messy
desk, nobody has to see it."
Electrical and telephone outlets

along some of the corridors,
however, point to their inevitable
use as overflow clerical space.
For other corridors, Zographos
has designed filing alcoves neatly
fitted between columns and enclosed with plaster walls on the
exposed side.
PKL chose the upper floors of
this building partly for their unimpeded light and views, but
mainly for the plan , which lent
itself to the kind of layout they
had in mind. Architect William
Lescaze had provided a more

than adequate set of fixed architectural elements: exterior walls
divided on a convenient 4 ft. 8 in.
module; trim venetian blind pockets; and perimeter air-conditioning enclosures that are neither
shallow nor low, but neatly organized . Tenant and designer both
The LI-shaped corridor repeated on all
five floors of the PKL offices has
white plaster walls around Inner core
and translucent glass partitions along
outer side. Stair in 12-foot-wlde portion of 36th-floor corridor leads to
37th (plan below), PKL's \op l\oor.

liked the man-sized, table-height
sills and firm -looking grilles.
The only "building standard"
details they wanted to change,
happily, were the ones that were
easily changeable. In negotiating
the 15-year lease, with Zographos
at their side, PKL's officers were
Paired teak doors of typical perimeter offices form projections around
a black-stripped white mullion. Basic
office furniture Is a standard blackenameled and chromium-plated line.
Side chair Is a Zographos design in
stainless tubing with saddle leather.

able to get several improvements
that raise even the ordinary
offices above the ordinary: black
vinyl -as.bestos flooring; sprayed
acoustic ceilings in executive
offices, reception areas, and conference
rooms;
sand-finished
plaster walls with black recesses
at floor and ceiling and around
ceiling-high door fames . Instead
of a pattern of fluorescent lighting they were allowed recessed
incandescent downlights.
For the movable partitions,
Zographos got an allowance of

$35 per foot, which he exceeded
by $10. Their custom appearance
was a bargain at that price,
achieved by alterations in an offthe-shelf system. Black recesses
were introduced at the top and
bottom and in the posts (below);
panels were then filled with translucent glass in a random-looking
texture that reveals its precise
diamond pattern only on close inspection . Ceiling-high teak doors,
pivoted at top and bottom, jut
into the corridor when open .
Among the tenant's extras

were the two stairways connecting the top floor with the one
below. The one in the main corridor (below left) eases commu nications between closely related
departments. The other, a spiral
stair fitted with teak treads and
set in a handsome sand -finished
plaster well, leads from Lois's
office (top right in plan and p.
91), to a small conference room
between Koenig's office and
Papert's, allowing the three top
officers to get together without
passing through any other spaces.

The offices of the other two sen·
ior officers, Koenig and Papert,
are Jess chaste than Lois's. For
one thing, they have chairs
enough for a few people to gath·
er. And while they don't violate
Lois's and Zographos' standards
of neatness, they have a little
more visual activity.
Papert's office (below) is furnished almost entirely in pieces
from his last office: the same
leather and stainless Zographos
chairs and square coffee table,
the same bentwood chair, painted

black, and slate-topped desk-table
-even the same Youngerman
painting.
Koenig, on the other hand,
has a whole new cast of more
recent Zographos pieces: two
hefty ebonized wood side chairs
facing an oval marble-topped
desk and gray-upholstered chair.
The stainless pedestals of desk
and chair are of the same
family, which adapts gracefully
to changes in angle for the oval
top and accepts the chair casters
without the disturbing visual

break in line of support that
casters usually produce.
While more densely furnished
than Lois's, these offices show
the same restraint against colors
and objects that might compete
with the visual materials the firm
works on. Except for the Young·
erman, there is hardly any art
as such. Here and there, in re·
ception and conference rooms,
are choice examples of PKL's
current work ("The Tower Suite
is so high it takes two elevators
to get there" in chaste black

letters on a silver ground). One
corridor has a 20-foot wall of
cork with a broader sampling.
And there are indoor trees and
wall clocks of many kinds, ob·
jects Lois is especially fond of.
The theme that ties the whole
five-floor complex together is
In Chairman of the Board Papert's
office (below), three Zographos chairs
In black leather, a black plastic·
laminate-topped desk and a black·
painted side chair complete a black,
white, and polished metal setting for
a colorful Youngerm a n painting.

Zographos' way of placing objects in space--in isolated spots
or dense clusters surrounded by
seemingly vast planes and voids.
Equally important are his subtle
distinctions in texture. His colors
are lim ited strictly to white,
black, gray, and brown , but his
texture range is greater. In many
places he plays texture on texture with almost no change in
color, as in the white-painted
office doors (and rows of white
plastic laminate closet doors)
along the white plaster corridor

walls. Where the black vinyl asbestos flooring of the typical
spaces meets the dark-stained
teak of the executive suites, the
transition is heard and felt before it is seen .
Most of these subtleties, of
course, are lost on many of
PKL's employees and clients, but
they keep the visual discrimination of Lois and his art staff
sharply honed. The result may
be, at least in a small critical
area , a more beautiful America.
-JOHN MORRIS DIXON

FACTS AND FIGURES
Offices fo r Papert, Koenig, Loi s, Inc.,
777 Th ird Avenue, New Yor k, N. Y.
Designer: Nicos D. Zographos. Arch itects: Charles J . Koulban is & Associates. Bu i ld i ng a rchitect: Will iam Lescaze. Gross a rea offices : 50,000 sq . ft.
PHOTOGRAPHS: George Cserna .

PKL President Koenig's black-andwhite marble-topped desk (below) is
directly beneath Lois' s office. Only
the stained teak floor relieves the
neutral palette of all-black wood and
leather chairs, gray upholstered desk
chair, and marble-topped cabinet.

HOUSING

OVER
HIGHWAYS

Taking a four-block section of a pro·
posed depressed freeway through a
residential area (site plan left), a
San Francisco design team has sug·
gested that concrete walls be built
out over the roadway to form the
base for new low- and moderate-in·
come housing (section right). The
new housing would front on existing
st reets (above right) and would effec·
t ively shield t he neighborhood from
the freeway. Users of the freeway
st ill wou ld have the benefits of na·
t ural light and ventilation through an
open slot overhead (below right) .

An architect- planner - engineer
team in San Francisco has arr anged, on paper at least, a nearperfect marriage between those
two antagonists, city and freeway. Combining freeway construction with urban renewal, the
designers have produced a
scheme that, in one stroke, would
eliminate or sharply reduce the
objectionable side effects of the
urban freeway, without burying
drivers underground; and would
increase, rather than deplete, the
city's housing stock.
The responsible parties are
Burger & Coplans, architects
and planners, with Donald P.
Reay as consulting architect and
Eric Elsesser as structural engineer. For a four-block stretch of
depressed freeway along the
P anhandle route (site plan, left),
this design team proposes 60foot-high cantilevered concrete
walls slanting inward 24 feet
over both sides of the freeway
from existing streets. These
structures would form the rear
walls of 1,050 moderate-income,
terraced apartment units built
above ground-level garages (sec-tion, right). For economy's sake,
the designers propose woodframe construction for the housing, which would conform with
local building codes since the
vertical dimension is no greater
than three floors at any point.
Drivers on the freeway would
enj oy natural light and ventilation through an open slot 90
f eet wide between the overhanging walls. The slot would also
serve as an escape for freeway
noises and fumes-directed away
from the housing. According to
W alter W. Soroka, acoustics consultant, fumes and noises from
the freeway would have less effect on the r esidents than those
from existing streets.
Admittedly, the scheme would
be expensive to execute. But, as
partner Edmund G. Burger
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For a proposed stretch of double·
decked freeway between San Fran·
cisco's waterfront and Telegraph Hill
(site plan left) , t he designers envision
parking structu res supporting open
plazas on the landward side of the
freeway, with shops along a continu·
ous pedestrian promenade covering
the top, leaving the opposite side
open so that drivers on the second
deck would not be deprived of the
view (section right). Rising from the
plazas up t he face of Telegraph Hill
would be terraced apartments (above
right) served by incline elevators.

points out, highway engineers
don't balk at the extra costs involved in overcoming unusual
topographical conditions in the
open countryside, so why
shouldn't they accept the fact
that it costs money to meet the
critical problems of integrating
freeways into mban areasf
The designers estimate the cost
of the shield walls and groundlevel garages at abont $1 million
a block. They propose that the
area be declared an urban renewal project; then the Federal
Government would underwrite
two-thirds of the "site development" costs. The housing could
be built under the Federal 22ld3
program for moderate-income
dwellings, and poorer families
could be housed through the use
of rent supplements.
For the more affluent, the designers have come up with a
dramatic scheme for a stretch of
proposed freeway running along
the base of Telegraph Hill near
San Francisco Bay (site plan,
left). Taking the freeway as
planned - four elevated lanes
above four depressed lanes they have proposed that the
structure be covered on the top
and the side facing the hill, leaving the Bay side open so that
drivers could enjoy the view.
The space between the freeway
and the hill would become a
parking structure, with plazas
atop its roof. Commercial and
community buildings would terrace over the top of the freeway
along a continuous pedestrian
promenade. Rising from the
plazas would be a series of spectacular residential terraces covering the steep face of the hill.
These units would be of steel
frame and concrete construction.
For the time being, at least,
the designers' proposals are in a
state of limbo, casualties of San
Francisco's Great Freeway War.
They were prepared as part of a
city-state attempt to reach agreement on some $'2.(}(} million in
Federal highway construction.
Instead they reached an impasse,
and the designs were shelved
along with the highway program.
At least they are there, in case
the city changes its mind, to
show what an urban freeway
could be.
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AN OLD BARN
WITH ANEW BIAS

Oppos ite: Auditorium with angled
s tage . A large new skyl ight was in s erted into roof of barn, and the
stage was extended outward and
pushed t hrough the confines of the
existing structure. Off-beat shape of
s tage is a stimu lating challenge to
performers and director. Angled seating is arranged so as to keep focus
of stage inside the big space- Right:
stage used for rehearsals- Stai r in
back leads to downstairs dressing
rooms. This is one of several ent rances and exits to and from stage.
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The first thing one is likely to
ask oneself about this picturesque remodeled barn is : "Were
these tricks necessary 'I" Was
this the simplest way of turning
this barn into an arts center for
a New England school ?
Curiously enough, the answer
seems to be "Yes." Hugh Hardy,
the architect chosen by Simon's
Rock school to turn the remodeling trick, explains all those
angles, protrusions, and visual
collisions in perfectly logical
terms: "First, we needed a stage
1vith a long, leading edge, because most of the teaching here
involved movement-dance to
start with, and drama and music
much later. Well, if we had simply bu ilt a squared-off stage at
one end of the barn, then the
edge would have measured only
about 30 ft . By setting the stage
on a bias, we added about 10 ft.
to that dimension."
But what about all that angled
seating, the angled entrances and
exits, the angled protrusions'/
"Obviously, the moment we determined that the stage should be
on a bias, everything else began

to follow. The seating-part of
it, anyway-followed; the protrusions, those boxes that are
pushed out beyond the confines
of the original barn to give us
extra space or light or aceessthose followed also ; the building
had to have a certain consistent
language-and it all started \vith
that stage on a bias."
The Simon's Rock Arts Center
consists of two parts: a theater
(capacity : 200), and the Art
Barn, which houses painting and
sculpture studios.
The theater shown on these
two pages is unusual in at least
two respects: it has a big new
skylight over the seating area,
and a new angled window in

back of the stage. This is because
the director, Carl Beier, wanted
to experiment with natural light.
And the auditorium has highly
unconventional sightlines-some
seating is parallel to the stage,
and some is not; and these seating patterns have demonstrated
that spectators may get much
more involved in any given performance when they are not being forced to stare straight ahead.
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The Art Barn-a secondary part
of the Arts Center-is housed in
another existing structure that
abuts the theater. It contains
painting and sculpture studios
on two levels, and the remodeling here was less extensive: it
consisted, chiefly, of pushing
several
triangular
skylights
through the roof, and building
the necessary number of stairs.
In addition, Hardy used exposed fluorescent light tubesnot only to supply the necessary
wattage, but also to reinforce the
diagonal patterns of plans and
sections that he carried over into
this wing from the theater barn.
("A fluorescent light is such an
exuberant thing, shooting off in
all directions indiscriminately,"
Hardy says, "that you can't begin to talk about its being more
efficient in one place than another.") The fluorescent tubes
are mounted directly onto the
sloping ceilings, rather than
hung horizontally. Walls and
ceilings are finished with gypsum
board and there is, as Hardy
puts it, "a consistency of nondetailing'' throughout.
The reason was, primarily, one
of meeting a very low budget.
But there were other practical
reasons as well: for example, by
eliminating conventional window
trim, Hardy was able (under the
code) to put wire glass windows
into his fire stairs by simply setting the glass directly into the
gypsum board. That way there

were no frames that would have
violated the law. And, of course,
the resulting, nondetailed detail
turned out to be both appropriate and very elegant.
While Hardy's logical reasons
for doing what, he did are quite
convincing, it is obvious that he
was trying to achieve a certain
visual effect as well. He did not
just want to remodel an old
barn; he wanted to transform it
into something new, different, exciting-and, to do that, he felt
he must, to a degree, violate the
geometry of the old building
and introduce and superimpose
a different geometry of his own.
The angled walls, skylights, and
roofs that punch through the
skin of the old barn are an attempt to show that something
new and exciting is happening
inside. "If you went into this
place and didn't say-Hey!
What's going on T My, isn't that
interesting !-if you didn't have
a sense of release, if you didn't
have a good time, it would be a
failure," Hardy says. "One marvelous old lady said-'You just
never know what's going to be
around the next corner.' She understood the spirit of the place
perfectly!"
At Simon's Rock, you just
never know what's going to be
going on around the next corner;
but, whatever it may be, you
get the distinct impression that
it will be going on for a perfectly good reason.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Simon's Rock Arts Center, Great Barrington, Mass. Owner: Simon's Rock,
Mrs . Livingston Hall, Director. Architects: Hugh Hardy & Associates;
Paul Gugliotta. Associate Architect.
Engineers: Paul Gugliotta {Structural) ;
Harland Foster (Mechanical). General
Contractor: Gilligan Brothers. Building
area: 11,000 sq . ft. (theater capacity : 200). Cost: $9 per sq. ft.
PHOTOGRAPHS : Norman McGrath .
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SPACE FRAME IN A SWEDISH FOREST

LONGITUDINAL SECTION
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One reason the Swedes do so well
in international tennis tournaments may be that they have
learned to treat their players
properly: this sweeping roof
(about 300 ft. long, 180 ft. wide,
and 6 ft. deep) is a great spaceframe umbrella at Landskrona,
designed to shelter important

tennis matches, and up to 2,200
spectators. When the players are
not busy watching the ball, and
when the spectators are not busy
watching the action, everybody
has an unobstructed view of a
forest on one side of the building, and of the Baltic Sea on
the other.

The architect of this beautiful
streak of glass and steel is Arne
Jacobsen, a Dane who has long
been recognized as one of the
best and least affected designers
of his generation. In this structure Jacobsen has virtually
absented himself; the only presences are the game itself, the

spectators, and the country
setting.
In f act, of course, Jacobsen's
self-effacing talent is present
everywhere: the great roof-a
white rectangle hovering above a
plain-is a masterpiece of engineering and of detailing. It is
supported on only ten elegant

CROSS SECTION
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double-columns of steel; these
double-columns, placed 60 feet
on centers, carry primary trusses
in the short direction of the roof;
they have a 120-foot clear span
and they cantilever another 30
feet or so beyond the columns
at each end.
Running through this system

'

•

of primary trusses are secondary
trusses spanning the long direction of the roof and spaced about
13 feet apart. The secondary
trusses cantilever about 35 feet
beyond the line of the last primary trusses.
Strictly speaking, this structure is not a space frame; but the

. .._,

. -

.

•

facts that the primary and secondary trusses are identical in
depth (about 5 feet), that they
are welded together where they
intersect, and that the truss system is topped off with a steel
deck (spot-welded to the trnsses)
-these factors make the roof
structure act like a space frame,

"""'

and make possible the spectacuJar, two-way cantilevers at each
corner of the roof.
The seeming weightlessness of
the roof is further emphasized by
two or three other devices used
by Jacobsen : the floor is almost
level with the surrounding landscape, and the court is placed

in a sunken bowl, the sides of
which form the spectator seating. In addition, almost all dressing rooms and other service facilities are underground, so that
the space of the great hall is left
virtually unobstructed.
Finally, the few enclosures
that had to be located on the

main floor (ticket booths, check
rooms, etc.) were kept very low
-well below the 12-foot ceiling
height, so as not to break up
the sweep of the ceiling plane.
The ceiling contains all artificial
lighting, and the supply grilles
for the ventilation system. The
air is exhausted through ducts

located under the seating.
In short, Jacobsen has tried to
make his building disappear
rather than assert itself. Yet,
precisely because of its modesty,
its fine detailing, and its great
simplicity, this structure may
well outlive many current works
that go in for dramatiM.

FACTS AND FIGURES
Landskrona Tennis Hall, Landskrona ,
Sweden. Architect: Arne Jacobsen. As·
sistant architect in charge: Hans Dissing. Structure: reinforced concrete
basement, steel superstructure, glass
walls. Roof: steel deck with cork in.
sulation, fascias of reinforced polyester sheets. Capacity : 1,600 to 2,200
spectators (including standees).
PHOTOGRAPHS: Courtesy Jacobsen.

FORUM•
retary Weaver appointed a 17man Urban Development Advisory Committee headed by William L. Slayton, executive vice
president of Urban America Inc.
Other members included Roger
Montgomery, the FoRuM's Midwest correspondent and head of
the Urban Renewal Design Center
at Washington University; New
Jersey Governor
Richard J.
Hughes; ew Haven Mayor Richard C. Lee; and Grady Clay, editor of Landscape Architecture.
Dr. Weaver said the committee
would "provide me with its judgment on administration of our
new legislation," particularly the
model cities program.
GO EAST • • •

The raids of eastern universities on the FoRuM's West Coast
corresponding staff continued la t
month with appointment of Donlyn Lyndon as head of the department of architecture at MIT.
Lyndon has been head of the
University of Oregon architecture
department, as well as correspondent to the FORUM. H e took the
latter position when Charles W.
Moore, his partner in the firm of
Moore, Lyndon, Turnbull &
Whitaker, became chairman of
architecture at Yale.
Lyndon's appointment was announced by Lawrence B . Anderson, dean of the School of Architecture and Planning, who was
serving as acting department head.
ANOTHER ROLE

*FOOTNOTE
God's Own Junkyard7-The Church of
San Michele, on the Piazzetta de l
Turco in Ferrara (Northern Italy), is
not one of the great masterpieces
of Romanesque architecture. Still, it
is a thousand years old, at least, and
would seem to deserve a little more
respect than it is getting: at the
moment it is being used as a service
station and car-wash-perhaps an
accurate reflection of our changing
values. Photo: Ambrogio Locati.
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Lady Barbara Ward Jackson is,
among many other things, a distinguished British economist, writer,
brilliant thinker on the urban environm"ent, and member of the
FORUM'S Board of Contributor .
Last month she took on till another role when Pope Paul VI appointed her a member of the newly established Pontifical Commission for Studies of J ustice and
Peace.
She is one of six women appointed to two new agencies of
the Holy See-the first women in
history to serve as part of the
central administration of the
Roman Catholic Church.
EXIT WHITTON

Rex M. Whitton has left his
job tl.8 Federal highway administrator with a plea for greater co-

ordination among those who plan
roads and those who plan cities.
Whitton, in a parting interview
before his Dec. 30 retirement,
called for a "joint development
concept" that would recognize the
fact that highways are "a disruptirn force on community life."
Transportation, he said, "is an inseparable element of any city and
cannot be considered apart from
the city itself."

llLANDMARKS
SMASHING SWAN SONG

It never takes wreckers long,
and the Old Met was no exception. On Jan . 17, within an hour
after the City of New Yark i ued
a demolition permit, men from
the Wrecking Corporation of
America swarmed over the 83year-old opera house, ripping up
seats (above), swinging sledges,
tearing copper sheeting from the
roof-making way for just another
40- tory office building.
The fate of the Old Met kept
courts occupied for months. In
June, Governor Rockefeller had
signed a bill creating the Old Met.
Opera House Corporation, empowering it to acquire the building by purchase or condemnation.
There was great disagreement on
a fair purchase price ($8-12 million), but nothing even near the
lower figure was likely to be forthcoming from individuals or in titutions until the bill had been
rnlidated by the courts.
A suit testing the Jaw, brought
by Keystone Associates, de\·elopers of the office building, dragged
through three courts, with the
New York Slate Court of Appeal;;
finally declaring the measure unconstitutional on Dec. 30. Then,
with the emphatic urging of Sena-

tor. J avits and Kennedy, the City
Council and State A embly
passed a bill in J anuary similar lo
the one that had sa\·ed Carnegie
Hall in 1960. But the late Senate
heh·ed the measure indefinitely
after Rockefeller and Mityor
Lindsay announced "reluctantly"
on J anuary 16 that they could not
and would not ·ave the Met, that
to do so would place too great a
financial burden on public funds.
There might a lway:> be argument on the question of the
amount of cultural enrichment
New Yorkers were losing along
with the Met, but Huntington
Hartford who had fought for the
building (financially und rncaJly)
hard and long, per hap.· summed it
up be t: "a black eye for America
for years to come."

-EXHIBITS
UNCONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT

The Architectural League of
York, which mo\·ed out of it
rather seedy quarters on Ea t 40th
Street late last year, and into
smaller but more elega.nt quarters
in the American Federation of
Arts building on East 65th treet,
has started on a erie~ of "Environment" exhibits in the AFA'
galleries unlike any that ever
graced its old (or new) quartet"'
before.
The series got off to a rather
slow start: "Em·ironment I" appeared to be a random collection
of artifacts (or, possibly, fact -),
randomly and somewhat depre " ingly displayed. There were some
wrapped-up object by the Bulgarian-born
sculptor
Chri to,
there was a photoelectric pinball
machine by the Chilean scu lptor
Castr~Cid (which conked out),
and there were other assorted
~ew
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goodies. Christo's young son, who
was not wrapped up, was asked if
he wanted to come back for a rPturn visit some time. He said no.
"Environment II," which opened
on Jan. 19, was a very different
matter: made up of prisms, Jen es,
water and, mostly, light in various
forms and intensities. This exhibit
was a staggering super-happening
that left visitors shaken, blinded,
laser-beamed and, possibly, sterile.
Among the attractions was a room
by Charles Ross, which was lined
with polyethylene sheets dripping
with yellow water and illuminated
by a stroboscopic ceiling light
which flashed on and off at irregular but rapid intervals, and
transformed gallery-visitors into
actors in an old movie-reel, run
off in slow motion.
There were brightly colored pillows that \'isitors could toss at
each other (also in slow motion),
and there seemed to be eerie
sounds emanating from the strobe.
Elsewhere on the premises were
prisms made of clear plastic filled
with mineral oil, blue lights, red
lights, orange lights, and just plain
lights. It was the greatest show in
town, and might be worth squinting at before it blows all those
fuses in the Northeast.
REHABILITATED EXHIBIT

"Future Yisitors to the Smithsonian," The Washington Post
story began, "may climb a creaking staircase, peer down a drab
hallway under bare light bulbs,
hear rats scurrying through plaster walls, and inhale the stench
of poverty." .
The story went on to quote
Charles Blitzer, the Smithsonian's
di.rector of education and training,
as saying that the museum was
thinking of recreating a blighted
dwelling to give its visitors an inside view of what a slum was
really like.
The story prompted a spate of
editorials across the country, asking why the Smithsonian wanted
to memorialize the seamy side of
American life when there was so
much good to show. HUD Secretary Weaver also took exception
to the iden.

The Smithsonian promptly withdrew. Nothing is on the drawing
boards, a spokesman said, and besides the museum hadn't been
thinking about rats and smells at
all-just re-creation of a modest
but tidy turn-of-the-century railroad flat to show how workers
lived in cities during the Industrial Revolution.
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UPS & DOWNS
LAKEFRONT FIREWORKS

Just when the public hassle
over propo ed expansion of Chicago's McCormick Place exposition hall (Nov. '66 issue) was
getting hot, the unforeseeable
happened. On January 15, the
whole enormous building burned
down to a heap of twisted steel
(above).
One result was new hope for the
Federation for an Open Lakefront, which oppo e further intrusion of the hall into public
park land, and the Chicago Chapter of the AIA, which propo es an
alternative sports and exposition
center over existing railroad yards
at the south end of the Loop.
The AIA scheme would include a
major stadium and the 700-ft.-sq.
column-free hall first proposed in
1953 by Mies van de Rohe (below), both atop a two-level garage
for 10,000 cars that would extend
from Polk to Taylor and from
State Street to the Chicago River.

But the most immediate effect
of the fire, on a city stunned by
a sudden mas,,;ive loss of vi itors
and their money, was to unite the
business community behind thP
fastest and mo t expedient rebuilding-with expansion likely to
go along as a rider.

-RENEWAL
HANGOVER

San Franci~co, like many another city, paid little heed to the
needs of the low-income residents
and homeowners in it early urban
renewal
project areas.
Even
Mayor John F. Shelley has admitted that the city was "cruel
and heartless" in carrying out the
first Western Addition renewal
project.
Now the city wants to begin
planning the redevelopment of 426
blocks of the Inner Mission district, but its past sins have come
back to haunt it. In late December, the board of supervisors
yielded to bitter protests from

Mission citizens, ignored Shelley's
recommendation, and vot.ed 6-5 to
reject a request for a Federal
grant of $2.1 million for planning
the project.
The dispute centers on a demand by the Mission Council on
Redevelopment, an amalgam of
some 65 neighborhood organizations, that it be gi' en the power
to veto any redevelopment plan
(Nov. '66 issue). The city attorney
has mled that such a concession
would be illegal, and ShelJey has
offered to appoint a committee
from the district to re\•iew the redevelopment agency's plans and
negotiate changeH. But still th<'
residents are not satisfied.
"Thi Mission plan was tailored
to meet the needs of the citizens,"
Shelley claimed. "They could ha,·e
worked right along with th e rede\·elopfllent agency. This wa.~ thP
most ambitious plan for insuring
citizen participation that has e~· er
been undertaken. But w,c could
not, and would not, gi1·e them a
veto. We might just as well gi,·e
up government. This would be
anarchy."
In January, Shelley vowed he
would press for revival of the
project, even though one organization had threatened to seek a
special recall election if he tried
it. Undeterred, Shelley said he
would meet with Mission merchants and "other interested
people" to win them over to the
plan. "Indications are," Shelley
observed, "that some of U1em
have changed their minds."
REAPPORTIONMENT

Just after New Year's, the architects and the contractors ~at down
together with some insurance experta to patch up their feud over
liability for building- ite acridents.
The trouble had erupted last fall
(Nov. '66 issue, page 21), when
the AIA released a new edition of
Document A201 ("General Conditions of the Contract for Construction") which seemed, at least
to the Associated General Contractors, to put undue responsibility on the builders.
What AIA and AOC finally
agreed op. was a rewording of subparagraph 4.18.3, which recognizes
the architect's liability for claims
beyond those "attributable in
whole or in substantial part to a
defect in drawings or specifications." It extends his zone of
responsibility to include preparation or approval of any drawings,
reports, change orders, specifications, etc., as well as "failure to

give directions or instruction' by
the architect, his agents or employees, provided such giving or
failure to give is the primary
cause of the injury or damage."
In other words, the architect's
liability is not limited to documents he prepares, but includes
those he approves, and on-site errors as well. AIA contends Document A201 meant to do this all
along, but the contractors--and
their insurers--feel happier now.

CONSERVATION
GATEWAY TO A CONTINENT

For 280 miles of its 300-mile trip
to the sea, the Hudson River flows
through New York State; then almost within sight of its end in
New York Bay, it becomes the
shared boundary between New
York and New Jersey.
Much attention has recently
focused on the condition and future of the Hudson. There have
been conferences, seminars, even
college courses on the Hudson, and
New York's Governor Rockefeller
has established a Hudson River
Valley Commission, which has produced some valuable reports. But
month of negotiation between the
New York, New Jersey, and Federal governments have failed to
yield a plan for a joint commission-with real powers--to guide
development of the whole valley.
Last month, the last 10 miles
of the Hudson, the part below the
George Washington Bridge, was
the subject of a major report by
the Regional Plan Association.
RP A, a citizen-supported organization that has been advising on

New York Metropolitan Area
planning for over 40 years, makes
it clear that the time to do something about these 10 miles is now.
This part of the river is already
entering a phase of rapid change,
which will take place with or without planning guidance. Port operations there are already declining
at the rate of 30 per cent per
decade; once-brisk ferry traffic has
all but disappeared; harbor-related
markets, warehouses, and factories
have been leaving. Large areas of
riverfront on both sides will become available for redevelopment.
On the New York side, efforts
have been made to control new
waterfront developments. But
major projects now in the works,
such as the World Trade Center
and a vast sewage-treatment plant
on the Upper Manhattan waterfront, are not the results of any
overall planning process.
It is on the New Jersey side
where the situation is most
chaotic. It is here where 25 per
cent of the waterfront is unused;
it is here that local government
is divided among 11 municipalities; and here that the first recognition of the Palisades cliffs as
valuable residential property has
led to a rash of apartment slabs
on top of or on the face of the
cliffs, all except Horizon House illconceived and unrelated (below).
One of the commendable features oI the RP A Lower Hudson
report is that, along with the indispensible discussion of economic
trends, transportation, etc., it takes
up the esthetic question of enhancing the area's potentially exciting topography. The most dramatic part of the Palisades, above

the George Washington Bridge, i~
already protected as part of the
Palisades Interstate Park, but the
gradually declining cliffs below the
bridge nevertheles;, offer opportunities that could be thrown away
at great cost, economically as well
as esthetically. The steep bankti on
the New York side have been
better exploited, wit.h 4 miles of
park between 72nd Street and the
bridge; but even here there is a
gap from 125th Street to 145th
Street, an area in acute need of
park space. RPA recommends
filling that gap and extending the
park south to 59th Street.
There is even some talk about.
the esthetic values of old neighborhoods in Hoboken, Jer. ey City,
and Bayonne-places as unfamiliar
to most New Yorkers as Fargo,
N.D. Yet they contain many fine
blocks of late 19th-century townhouses of the kind that are now in
short supply in Manhattan and
fetching ever higher prices in
Brooklyn. The next stop for
urban-oriented New Yorkers with
modest incomes may be Hoboken.

GIFTS
WH EN YOU CARE ENOUGH

In January, Hallmark Cards,
Inc., sent a special post-Christmas
greeting to its home town of
Kansas City. It announced plans
to convert some 85 acres of land
around its headquarters just south
of downtown into "a model urban
community," thus JOlllmg the
growing list of corporations t.o
diversify into urban development.
Hallmark, through a subsidiary,
Crown Center Redevelopment
Corp., will build 2,500 highrise
and garden apartment units, office
buildings, a hotel, and two motor
inns--all interspersed with parks
and cultural and recreation facilities--at a cost of $100 million.
Victor Gruen Associates has developed the land-use plan for
Crown Center, but architects for
the buildings have yet to be
selected. "We feel Crown Center offers an opportunity to combine the names of several of the
greatest international architects
with those of fine Kansas City
architectural design firms," reported President Lynn W. Bauer.

PEOPLE
~

Werner Hebebrand was an exceptional urban designer: born in
Elberfeld, West Germany, in 1899,
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he became, after World War I,
one of that group of radical city
planners who transformed much
of pre-Hitler Germany into great
.siedlungen-housing projects with
plenty of green, light and air, that
profoundly influenced housing deign throughout the world and
continue to do so. When Hitler
came to power, Hebebrand (together with his better known
Frankfurt collaborator, Ernst May)
went to work in the USSR, where
the two exiles planned whole cities
and regions. A couple of yearago, the Soviets invited May and
Hebebrand to come back for a
look-see. After World War II,
Werner Hebebrand was active,
primarily, in Hannover, Hamburg
and Frankfurt, and these cities
today bear evidence of hi creativeness and energy. He was a
charming man, a cheerful pixie
who never grew old. He died late
last year, still full of optimism.
~ Andre

Bloc, editor and publisher of the outstanding French
magazine, l'Architeclure d'Aujourd'hui, and of its sister publication,
Aujourd 'hui, died in
ovember
on a visit to New Delhi. He was
standing on the ruins of a temple
to take some photographs, when
he slipped and fell to his death.
He was 70 years old.
In a way, the manner of his
death seemed entirely appropriate:
in everything he tackled, Andre
Bloc became totally involved. He
began as an engineer, then turned
to editing and publishing, became
fascinated with architecture,

~tarted

to design houses himself (including some extraordinary, sculptural
fantasies), then finally went on to
become a prolific sculptor. Less
than two years ago, Bloc's sculpture was included in a major fourman exhibition in West Berlin. Had
he lived, he would, undoubtedly,
have become a first-rate painter
and a first-rate photographer as
well. He was a generous, highly
articulate, and thoroughly professional colleague.
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Aalto's lead. The best is probably
Harry Weese.
One reason why Aalto has not
drawn further commissions on this
continent is that he seldom comes
here seeking them, and at home
in Helsinki does not read letters
or answer the telephone-although
it is sometimes possible to get
through to him by telegram. Amiable in person, he likes his in-formal privacy. His countrymen

A MAN STANDING
IN THE CENTER
Alvar Aalto, the great Finn, has
much to reveal to Americans at
this juncture in matters of architectural tone and completeness.
But he remains remote, a kind of
contemporary legend off in that
Scandinavian timber toyland from
which at present only Danish designers seem to emerge.
One of Aalto's architectural
qualities has always been an unabashed, large-animal heft to his
buildings; another, a feeling of
easy craftsmanship and naturalness. Other architects try for the
heft, but seldom with naturalness,
and too often with an abrasively
crude sort of chic. The material
is concrete, and the model is Le
Corbusier, a deceptive one.
But perhaps Aalto would be
even more elusive. He has always
been subtle. His buildings combine heft and edge, sense and
sensibility, without becoming compromises. He said some time ago,
"Architecture-the real thing-is
only to be found when man stands
in the center." At this point in
history, maybe Aalto is the center.
He is an odd architect in that
he seems very willing to wait. In
this country he has only one
building, a large MIT dormitory
built 16 years ago, which he does
not mention with his favorite
work. It stands up well, however,
after the sensations of the hour
have faded. At the 1939 World's
Fair there was no better design
than his Finnish pavilion. As a
high school boy I remember being
startled that a building could be
at the same time so modern and
so mellow. There are but few
American designers who follow
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have raised him to a level of fame
with Sibelius, but that doesn 't
bother him.
It even carries privileges; several years ago he and a friend
rowed across one of his favorite
rural lakes and took an oar to a
blatant new neon sign. There wa,
not much fuss; the Finns apparently figure Aalto knows what he
is doing. He keeps busy enough;
he has in recent years completed
a number of significant commissions in Europe.
His essence is the same as it
was in the 1920's, if his forms are
not. Even in the thirties when,
with Gropius and Le Corbusier,
he was one of the leaders of the
European functional movement,
he was . more flavorful than most
because he never entirely let go of
nature. He liked steel, but made
his modern chairs of wood. He
liked an "abstract" line, but his
were often curved, seldom jagged.
He was able to create impressive
formal spaces, but seldom omitted
the ingredient of geniality. The
exploring, erring human mind was
never rebuffed by his buildings.
After World War II, when the
other industrial architects began
to stack the world with impersonal, remot.e buildings, Aalto gradually became annoyed with the
functional movement he had
served as an usher. He became
vituperative about what he called
"the inhuman dandy-purism of the
cities.... There is a propaganda-

borne formalism pushing itself
into the foreground .... Grown-up
children play with forms and
curves which they do not t·ontrol.
It smells of Hollywood."
His own reaction in architecture
against the smug perfectionism
and structural dilettantism of the
1950's was not as complete as
those of the great Le Corbusier,
or the young "brutalists" who began throwing great chunks of concrete into architecture. Instead, he
became more intricate but less
formal. And today he still is impressed by nature's refusal to be
standardized-in sites, in growing
things, changing qualities of daylight or tenants-and goes on
speaking these small irregularities
in architecture.
He exercises intense control over
his designs, like a great violini t,
but also commits him elf o far
into them that they have a lot of
comment and emotion. A number
of his buildings have rather odd
shapes,- seemingly arbitrary, but
are detailed down to the last
lighting fixture not only to work
well, but to please their users (and
himself) with small favors as well
as large.
In a crematorium Aalto designed in Sweden, he refu. ed to go
along with the usual procedure
for lowering the body down to the
oven by means of an automatic
platform which descends ilently
at the conclusion of the chapel
service. No machines, he said; the
living should carry away the dead.
Yet in the Carre house, a rather
deliberate combination of elements
makes the house stand just a
little aloof from its vernal site. It
doesn't, in short, try to outdo
nature; its seemingly arbitrary
shapes suggest the complicated
presence of a sophisticated man.
Here, as in most of Aalto's
buildings, are many changes of
level and direction, formidable
textures, virtuoso passages of ceiling. But here also is that mysterious element in the very shape of
almost all Aalto buildings whirh
cannot be thoroughly apprehended
or explained, but only felt. This
is the battery-charge of human
identity most often absent in conventional modern architecture, the
unmistakable character of one
architect. Corbusier had it; Mic
van der Rohe has it; Aalto has it.
He builds himself into his designs.
If Frank Lloyd Wright's broad
cape finally is to descend to any
living architect, it probably should
be to Aalto. But he would retailor
it into a cai;;ual tweed coat.
0

PHOTOGRAPHS: Paqe 47, UPI. Paqe
49, LCD, Michael E. Bry. Page 109,
UPI. Page 110, Wide Wor[d Photos.
Page JH, Eva Ja Pertti Ingervo.
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Amarlite Sliding Glass Doors ... featured in Skylines throughout the Free World!

METROPOLITAN MARK II AND SUBURBAN MARK II

Amarlite Sliding Doors
.. .a bold new engineering and design concept!
The rolling x-unit has been moved to the
outside track . .. engineered to form the ideal
WeatherWall for all seasons!
Our new sliding glass door WeatherWall rolls
right . . . fits tight ... seals out wind, rain,
heat and cold!
WE PUT THE FIXED DOOR ON THE INSIDE ...
THE SLIDING DOOR ON THE OUTSIDE

... so wind-driven rain or gusts of hot or co ld
air .. . actua ll y force the WeatherWa ll
sliding glass door tighter against the
weather-stripping. The door is surrounded on
both sides ·by tough polypile weather-strip p ing

Amarlite WeatherWall design is used in both the monumental Metropolitan
Mark 11 and the (basic construction) Subu rban Mark 11.

. . . creating the most effective sliding
glass door weather-sea l known!

Architect-designed ... balanced symmetrica l sight lines ... tubul ar constructio n for quality and
strength for the life of the building.

Deeper penetration (9/ 16 inch) of stile into
iamb offers better weat her sea l. The dee p-se t
iamb maintains its tight seal fro m to p to
bottom 10 compensate for building sett lement and less 1han perfect installation.

Ant1-/1ft feature provides maximu m security.
Easily locked . . can ' t break fingernails. Door
pull is mounted on the sliding outer door. It
fits flu sh with the inner room wall. Pull can 't
snag draperies . .. allows drapery tracks to be
hung even wtth interior of unit.

Snap-in cover creates smoo th threshol d .. .
prevents heels from catc hing in door guides.
Threshold cover provides a co mpletely engineered drainage control. Polypi le wea th erstripping at both sides of door stiles and top
rail provides positive weather seal fo r bo th
inward and outward wind pressures. It' s resilient, mildew and rot-proof.

Telescoped corner cons truction wo rking in
conju nction wi th rolle r assembl y ho usi ng
creates a stro ng, rigid, positively posi tioned
corner. Stainless steel rollers wit h sealed ,

unitized ball bearings offer full
adjust ment.

1
/2

inch

It's reversible ! The

fixed

door

may be placed left or right .. .
on the same basic frame now or
later. Glass requirements may be
changed at any ti me from 1/ , "

glass to insulating glass with only
the change of vinyl.

next job

specify the Mark II .. . Suburban or

Metropolitan sliding glass door offering you
more .. _at the most competitive price! We
continue to search for better ways of engineer-

ing architectural aluminum for functional , elegant ... spacious structures! And
our bold new WeatherWall sliding glass door is the result of our research ,
laboratory testing and field experience. Its Tubular construction provides hidden strength .. _greater resistance to wind loading. Furthermore, WeatherWall
has true, flush balanced sight lines ... opened or closed __ . inside or out ! Why
specify less when you can bui ld a WeatherWall? Use the SUBURBAN Mark II
for basic construction ... the METRO POLIT AN Mark 11 for monumental jobs.
For more information , see your Amarlite representati ve, or write to Amarlite,
Division of Anaconda Aluminum , Main Office, P.O. Box 1719, Atlanta, Ga. 30301 .

ENGINEERED FOR DISTINGUISHED ARCHITECTURE , , •

!l.'!!.!!.!!.!~!!~

Atlanta • Ch icago • Cleveland • Dallas • Paramus, N.J. • Los Angeles • Export th roughout the Free Wo rld

We operate one of the world ' s largest and most modern
p lants for the manufacture of precision architectural aluminum
products. We package curtain wal l, new lines of
symmetrical slide/ action and vault/ action windows

When you set your mind
to dreaming, think of us!

... store fronts , entrances, the new LaPorte foam-core
door, versatile Mark II sliding glass doors ... and more.
Everything we make is arch i tect-designed for beauty,
function and easy instal lation. Our aluminum finish is

avai lab le in conventional anodizing and our new Amanodic
hard coat finishes.
Prices are competitive and we deliver on time. So, when
next you need aluminum ... engineered , packaged,

Entrances

and designed for distinguished architecture,
think of us. Specify Amarlite!

Catalogs Available'

ENGINEERED FOR DISTINGUISHED ARCHITECTURE •••

!1.t!!.f!.!.l!~!!W

Atlanta • Chicago • Clevelan d • Dallas • Paramus, N.J. • Los Angeles • Export throughout the Free World

What can happen when your client
takes the lowest bid
on air conditioning equipment?

He could get a sinking feeling
later. When you specify Carrier,
however, he's on solid ground.
Carrier never cuts quality in order to
cut price. Ours may cost a
little more ••• but in spite of this,
more people put their confidence
in Carrier than in any other make.

~ !!~m~!~~~~~!~~. ~!~~!,~~~""'"'
Carrier representative . He is in the Yellow Pages.
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PREVIEW

LIFE ON THE WATERFRONT
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While controversy goes on over
new uses for parts of Manhattan's
waterfront, a private developer
ha come forward with a scheme
for a five-block stretch along the
East River which would demand
little of the city and reward it
with valuable open space, as well
as an estimated $400,000 in annual
taxes. A preliminary study (below) ,
drawn up for the HRH Construction Corp. by Architects Davis,
Brody & As ociates, proposes a

$42-million complex including 1,450
living units, along with a theater,
restaurants, and shops.
This self-sustaining community,
dubbed "Waterside", would be
built along FDR Drive between
25th Street and 30th Street (aerial view below right). It would
abut the proposed United Nations
School (left below), now being
designed by Harrison & Abramovitz. West of the drive at this
point is a solid line of hospi-

tals extending all the way from
23rd Street to 34th Street. Waterside would be an especially convenient location for U.N. personnel and hospital staffs, which
number in the thousands. I ts plaza
would provide a waterfront objective for dense residential areas
beyond the hospital belt.
Waterside's many-layered base
structure probably would be supported on piles, without fill, although engineering details have

not yet been worked out. It would
incorporate multilevel parking
decks for about 750 cars, reached
from a service road running along
the east side of the drive.
The upper part of the threeacre public plaza would be level
with the pedestrian overpass at
25th Street. As the plaza descends
a story at a time toward the river,
restaurants and such would be
tucked beneath each level, with
outdoor dining overlooking public

boat landings at the lowest level
(sketch below). This landing level
platform could be part of a continuous pedestrian walkway extending along the river.
On top of the rows of shops
facing the upper plaza would be
four-story residential buildings
(duplex over duplex), designed to
serve as buffers against highway
noise and fumes. Private yards of
the lower duplexes would open
onto a promenade above the

shops, accessible only to project
residents and connected to a.II four
apartment towers. Bridges and
walks two stories higher would
lead from tower elevator cores to
the upper range of duplexes.
The four 35-story towers will be
shaped to give most units diverse
views of the city and the river.
The preliminary designs show
upper floors cantilevered beyond
lower ones to accommodate larger
apartments.

One tower of 350 units would
be financed under a. middle-income
housing program and rented at
below-market level. Of these units,
20 per cent would be made available at public housing rents, either
by lea.sing to the city housing
authority or through a Federal
rent-subsidy program. As a result
Waterside would have a uniquely
wide range of rentals, from $18 to
$60 per room per month, and a
corresponding variety of tenants.

(continued on page 124)
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Pine Manor Junior College, Brookline, Mass. Architect- Ernest J. Kump

INSIDE

OR OUT. ..

New England Merchants National Bank, Prudential Center Offices, Boston, Mass. Architect- Charles Luckman Assoc.

you know when it's built by Aberthaw
For nearly three quarters of a century, the
name Aberthaw has been identified with quality
construction. These years of achievement have
formed the framework of a solid reputation for
on-time performance and best final costs.
This long-standing record of consistent performance has placed Aberthaw in a position of
national prominence ... and has attracted many
of the country's leading companies to Aberthaw
for the construction of some of the finest institutional , business, industrial and research facilities

across America.
Aberthaw possesses the comprehensive resources to undertake any project anywhere in
America, offering factual presentations, expert
counsel, reliable negotiations, responsible management, economical performance ... and the
unexcelled quality that made Aberthaw nationally
renowned .
For a complete list of our work, our clients and
any specific information you may desire, write
to us.

ABERTHAW CONSTRUCTION CO.
60 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 I 482-8830
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I Washington, D.C. I San Francisco, California
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Can gay, debonair Byzantile II find happiness with any color that comes along?
It's made by Mosaic, isn't it?
We're touchy about compatibility. No matter what
shape Mosaic tile is in, it's got to shape up color-wise.
Byzantile 11 , our exciting new 6-inch elongated
hexagon tile, is no exception. It puts on a great show.
But it never tries to be the whole show.
Typical of the way our colors restrain themse lves is
the Byzantile II wall (above) of 3220 Lt. Golden Olive
and the fireplace of 3820 Parchment. The floor knows
how to behave itself, too - it's Carlyle Quarry Tile
270 Colonial Buff (or 245 Mohave in western states).

Byzantile II also comes in seven other harmoniously
designed co lors of textured , wear-resistant glaze. And
more pattern possibilities than a kaleidoscope.
Contact any Mosaic Regional Manager, Branch
Manager o r Tile Contractor for samples, colors, prices
and avai la bi I ity.
See Yellow Pages " Tile-Ceramic-Contractors". Or
write : The Mosaic Tile Co., 55 Public Sq ., Cleveland ,
Ohio 44113. In the western states:
909 Railroad St., Corona, Calif. 91720.
"Mosaic" is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company

York air conditioning provides freedom
of design for modern auto agency
Schilling Motors, Inc., of Memphis,
Tennessee, called on its architect and
engineer to select the best possible
way to air condition its new building.
The architectural design of the building-with a concrete vaulted ceiling
-made it necessary to use a floorline
diffuser system. Five York air handling units circulate tempered air
throughout the entire building -even
to the service garage. Each zone is
individually controlled by its own
thermostat. Chilled water is supplied
by a York 125-ton Hermetic Turbopak centrifugal machine.
This expert application of York
equipment is just one more example
of how architects and engineers depend on York units and systems to
meet design problems. When you
design or specify air conditioning for
any kind of building, get complete
specification data from your nearby
York Sales Office. Or write York
Corporation, York, Pennsylvania.

Mechanical equipment room at Schilling Motors, Inc. , Memphis, Tennessee. All water lines are color-coded and clearly marked. Thermometers
and pressure gauges indicate readings at boiler and chiller as well as at
each air unit. Basic system consists of a York Hermetic Turbopak of 125
tons capacity. Chilled water at 44° is circulated to five York central
station air handling units, both single-zone and multi-zone. Architect ,
Roy P. Harrover and Associates; Mechanical Engineer, Office of Griffith C.
Burr; Mechanical Contractor, George Wilson Company; General Contractor, M. C. White Construction Company.

®

air conditioning
and refrigeration

BORG~#WARNER:!)

'!"" . .

General Offices, Elwin G. Smith & Company, Inc.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Architect: Williams-Trebilcock·
Whitehead, Pittsburgh, Pa. General Contractor:
Mellon-Stuart Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

SMITH METAL WALLS are attractive, compatible, practical. They are designed, manufactured, shipped
and erected by a Single Responsibility ... Smith. Look
for details in Sweets' Architectural File 20b/ Sm or call
your nearest Smith Office. For additional views of this
installation, write on your letterhead to:
ELWIN G. SMITH & COMPANY, INC.

Pittsburgh, Pa. 1s202 /Atlanta
Boston • Chicago • Cleveland • Cincinnati • Detroit• Philadelphia• Toledo• New York
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Almo t 22 years a fter the deat h
of President Roo evelt, t he FDR
M emorial Commission has finally
come up with a design for a monu ment that satisfie it and var ious
members of the Roo e,·elt fami ly,
and that will , presum ab ly , atisf~·
t he Fine Arl Commission.
Th e memori a l i. I he work of
Architects M arcel Breuer and
H erbert Ber khard , who had been
selected by lhe com mi sion last
summ er when the or igina l "In. tant

Stonehenge" proj ect that won the
archi tectural competit ion of ::ix
years ago was fin a lly dropped because of insurmountab le oppo it ion.
Th e Breuer-B eckharcl proposal
is a pinwheel of se,·en t ri angular
slabs of gran ite that ri se to a
height of 60 ft. At the cen ter of
Lhe pinwheel there will be a 32-ft.
gran ite cube, into whi ch wi ll be
cut, i:1 a pattC'rn of dot of ,·arious shapes a nd sizes. a hugh " ha lftone" reprodu ct ion o f a photo-

grnph of the ]ale Presiclcn t. At
close quarters, thi patte rn of clots
will appear as an abstract texture;
but from a di stance of 20 ft. and
more, the clots will begin to merge
in to a recognizable image.
Th e rauialing slabs are oriented
toward various ,·iews of the Tidal
Bas in , t he Lincoln and Jefferrnn
M emori al an d the ·w ashington
Monument. Waler, benches and
planting will make the place an
irwi ting and lei urcly retreat.
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As stain-resistant
as ceramic tile
(DuPONT'S TEDLAR*)

Acousti-Seal 51-for critical sound control requirements- maximum single
width: 64 1-maximum height: 18'-hanging weight: 7.5 lbs. per square foot
of opening-S.T.C. of 51 in 14' x 9' test opening.

*TED LAR is DuPont's registered trademark for its remarkable new protective PVF film. Can be laminated to the
tough vinyl surface of an Acousti-Seal 51 or Soundmaster
480 as an optional extra upon specification. Unaffected by
all common staining agents. Simplifies cleaning and maintains visual freshness. The initial cost of Tedlar is reasonable and the protection is permanent.

Soundmaster 480-economical classroom operable wall-efficient sound
barrier- maximum single width: 50 1-maximum height: 20 1 - hanging
weight: 5.5 lbs. per square foot of opening.

New Castle Products, Inc.
New Castle, Indiana 47362
Please have your local salesman contact me right away.
For evaluation purposes I need cost estimates, specifications, and detailing data on:

D
D

Tedl ar-c lad Acousti-Seal 51

Tedlar-c lad Soundmaster 480

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Firm--------------------Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ Zip._ _ __

Also available now is the 1967 edition of the Modernfold Architectural Products Manual.
Write for your registered copy.

INTERNATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
DIVISIONS: STRUCTURAL STEEL

•

1727 Edgar st., Evansville, Indiana 47707

REVOLVING DOOR AND ENTRANCE

•

LINDSAY STRUCTURE

•

RAILWAY

SUBSIDIARIES: Extruded Alloys Corp., Bedford, Indiana • Engineering Metal Products Corp., Indianapolis, Indiana
Photo shows: Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. , Det roit, Michigan • Associate Architects: Minoru Yamasaki -

Smith, Hinchman and Grylls

(

highest quality lighting at lowest costs per r oom
Here is an inspired new product concept from
Miller - a suspended luminaire room system Lhat
provides ils owner with illumination of highest quality
al lowest cosls. A true VALUE. System-800 assures
you of unsurpassed seeing comfort and economy,
regardless of room lighting level desired. Balanced
lighted appearance, and clean shallow lines complement functional performance.
The unique light distribution and high utilization
of lamp output resulting from System-800 fixture
design, make this system particularly suitable for

THE

miller

school, office, and public areas.
The cost savings you can realize are exciting. Initial
equipment, installation, owning and operating costs
are all Lower than for other systems with which
System-800 may be compared on a per room basis.
For instance, you can now save up to 24 3 on initial
equipment cost alone!
For complete, factual information on the performance,
economic advantages, and convenience of installation and maintenance of VALUE SYSTEM-800
- send for our illustrated 4-color brochure today.

COMPA N Y . MERIDEN , CONN . • UTICA , OHIO •

MART I N , TE N N.

miller
LIGHTING
SINCE 1844

If you plan ceilings,
you should see this film.
NECA has prepared a film which shows how the
integrated ceiling has given you new freedom in
interior design. You are free to design a ceiling
that heats, cools, lights, communicates, controls
sound and beautifies just the way you want it to.
Then you can depend on a qualified electrical
contractor to install it-and guarantee its performance, too.
Why an electrical contractor? Because most of
the functions of an integrated ceiling are powered
or controlled by electricity ... and electricity is
the electrical contractor's business. He has plenty

of experience in coordinating the efforts of carpenters, sheet metal men, plasterers, plumbers,
heating and refrigeration men and other specialists-and has available to him established
and recognized procedures through which jurisdictional questions can be settled without delaying the job.
Put the integrated ceiling into the hands of your
qualified electrical contractor by putting it in the
electrical specifications. He'll guarantee the performance, not only of the electrical function, but
of the entire job.

Your Qualified Electrical Contractor
NECA-National Electrical Contractors Association, 610 Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036

- ------.,
I
I
I

Marketing Division
.
National Electrical Contractors Association
610 Ring Building, Washington, D.C. 20036
Yes, I'd like to see your film on integrated ceilings.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
architects and
engineers have seen
this film.
To arrange a
showing, fill out
and mail
coupon today.

I
I
I
II

I
I

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Firm Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City

State _ _ _ Zip___

AF-17
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There's nothing fragile about a knob and cylinder that's
delicately toned , has exquisite lines, is as superb as a
work of art. Not when it has the name Yale. Under
all that beauty, there 's one tough lock.
Beverly knob and escutcheon shown in
Blue Mist chrome finish .

ALEGI) LOOKS AS GOOD AS IT LOCKS
THE FINEST NAME IN
LO~KS ANO HARDWARE

Yale is a
divis ion of

-

-

EATE>N
VALE&
TOWNE

~

-

-

QUESTION:
is there a·ceiling lighting-concept
designed to answer this modular
building's changing needs?
"Providing flexibility for future interior needs is a big problem
with any commercial structure, as it was here," advises Harry J .
Devine, architect of Sacramento's Wells Fargo Bank building.
" The building was under construction before there was any deter·
mination of partition layout for the upper floors . This meant that
both lighting and air handling be versatile enough to anticipate any
kind of interior arrangement. Day-Brite's Clymatron with BarberColman air handling components supplied the perfect answer. A
Clymatron in each basic 5' x 5' module provides complete flexibility
of interior layout and control of environmental comfort (lighting,
ventilation, heating, air conditioning). Thanks to Clymatron's pretested record of performance, the installation has received the
highest praise ... from build ing custodians right on up to top
management. "

Day-Brite has the equipment, the facilities and talentto make a vital contribution
to your creative lighting designs. Get in
touch with your nearest Day-Brite representative. He's eager to help, and can
brief you on the valuable creative and
technical services available to you.
There's no charge or obligation.

DAY- BRITE LIGHTING
5411 BULWER

A DIVISION OF EMERSON ELECTRIC
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63147

Pre-tested
okay for interior
flexibility

